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THE REFUGEES AREIVEN
AT THE EXPENSE
THE CITY

SHEL-TE- R

OF

Denver, Colo., July 15. Two dead,
live injured, two missing and proper-twere
damage ot at least J2.000.000
th revised facts known at noon to
day in connection with last night's
y

Hood.

The dead:
FEED HILL.

MRS. LYDIA BICKFORD, tiged 85.

The missing:
George Wallace.
Albert Clay.
The injured, all of whom were tak-

en to the county hospital:
Mrs. J. G. Stafford, cut and bruised.
Mary Hlgglns, cut and bruised.
Fred Emerson, dislocated shoulder.
Lulu Turner, cut and bruised.
Rudolph

nearRyan, police officer,

to rescue a
ly drowned while trying
.
woman.
While the above list of casualties
comis believed to be practically
on property
accurate
figures
plete,
jomoc atiii ore Inrrrirplete and may
run cifMerably higher. Individual
J.1'
nootlo nml run as
cstimaii"
i"jr
Practically the
as
$45,000,000.
high
entire wholesale and warehouse districts were flooded and exact figures
on this loss cannot be given until the
basements have been unwatered
and inventories taken. However,
figures compiled at noon
include
damage items as foltoday
lows:
'
City streets and sewers, $500,000;
stocks in wholesale districts, $1,000,-00tramway business and residence
property, $500,000; total $2,000,000.
The Denver chamber of commerce
and the United Charities have taken
to aid
charge of raising' a relief fund
more
than
whom
flood sufferers of
500 are homeless. A pathetic incident
became known today in connection
Bick-forwith the death of Mrs. Lydia
woman
The
aged
85 years old.
Last
lived alone in a little shack.
a
son, visited
Bickford,
Joseph.
night
his mother's home shortly after the
reflood broke, rapped loudly and
rescuto
turned
no
response
ceiving
his
ing other unfortunates, thinking
mother' had been rescued by neighbors. Early today Bickford, having
found no race of his mother, returned to the little home, in front of
standwhich, the coroner's wagon was.
been
woman
having
the
aged
ing,
drowned. The body of Hill was found
buried in sand in the Denver & Rio
Grande yards, having been washed
several blocks by the torrent. Stories of thrilling escapes and heroism
were told today.
;
Five hundred men, women and chilof
dren are homeless, a number
deaths are rumored, and a Million
and a half dolars worth of property
is in ruins here today as. the result
of the cloudburst last night that poured a 25 foot wall of water down the
shallow bed of Cherry Creek, which
runs through the city. The city Auditorium today is a refugee camp. At
dawn 500 homeless men, women and
children were gathered there.
Twenty babies from six months Jo
six years are in the care of the police
matron. After directing frellef and
rescue work all night, Mayor Arnold
organized relief parties at "dawn to
besin a search of the course of the
flood, which left a trail of wrecked
semi-offici-

0;

d,

dwellings.

'

The chamber commerce has opened
a relief subscription." The flood and
disaster Is without parallel in the
history of the city. Had it not been
for a note of warning sounded over

I
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ACTIONS OF MAN WHO PERISHED
IN THE CRASH TO BE
LOOKED INTO.

UNITED

WINS

ANNUAL CONVENTION OPENS
CITY ONCE TORN BY.
STRIFE

.

disaster.
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MADE

SAID TO
ON

TWO

HAVE PORTUGUESE CONTENDER
CUMBS A3 RESULT OF
STROKE YESTERDAY

OFFICIALS

LORIMER GOES HOME
15. "William
Washington, July
Lorlmer is going back to Chicago and
going to work." That announcement
was made today In behalf of the, man
wrora the senate Saturday stripped
of his seat as jnior senator from Ilpolinois. Whether he will
litics and seek a vindication at the
hands of the electorate, Mr. Lorimer
has not decided.

i I

i

'

Officials of the Chicago, Burling
ton & Quincy railroad today began an
investigation at Aurora ot the wreck

SUC

NO

MORE COPPER.

July 15. The ue of
salts in me greeniaa oi
foods, principally canned pdaa and
beans, will be prohibited after Janu
ary 1, next, by a pure food decistor.
signed today by Secretary Wihos.
The Remsen board, after studying
the question three yeara, reucitea
that "copper salts used In the
greening of vegetables mayhave the
effect of concealing Inferiority" and
further that "even small quantities of
copper must be considered injurious
to health."
Vegetables "freshened with copper
salts" were considered adulterated
under the pure food law.

IS

IMPEACHMENT
TAKEN UP BY
SENATE
HOUSE

COMMITTEE
PRESENTS
ARTICLES CONDEMNING JUDGE
ARCHBALD

ASKS THAT EE EE

EEOYEO

JUSTICE HAS

DECLARES

COM.

"HIGH

CRIMES"
AGAINST U. 8.

IWITTEB

TEE .CU5TC:iAEY FORMALITY
READS NO
TICE THAT ORDER MUST- - BE
OBSERVED

SERGEANT-AT-ARM-

SUN-

Stockholm, July 15 America won
Chicago, July 15. W. F. McCombs
today was unanimously elected chair- first place in two ot the leading events
man of the democratic national com- at today's Olympic games, the 1,600
mittee. McCombB, who Is of New meters relay race and the decathlon,
'
York, succeed Norman E. Mack of ad second vlace in the 800 meters
Buffalo as the national chairman. swimming final, thus scoring, alto
Joseph E. Davies, of Madison, Wis., gether, eight point8.
Sweden added 19 points to her to
was elected secretary of the commit
tee to succeed Urey Woodson of Ken tal; Finland, 13 points; England, alt
tucky.
points; Germany, 5 points; Australia,
The new democratic national com which won the swimming event, 3
mittee was scheduled to convene It voints; France, two points and Austhe Congress hotelfccre today to for tria, one point
James Thorpe of Carlisle Indlad
mulate plans for the presidential cam
paign of Woodrow Wilson. Early re school, performed a remarkable feat
ports said Robert S. Hudspeth would in winning the decathlon and proved
read during the first part of the ses his general
ability as an
sion a letter from Mr. Wilson, which, athlete.
it was beHeved, would indicate the
King Gustave at 5 o'clock this af- TAFT SAYS HE WILL
course of the committee. That Wil- ternoon presented the prizes to the
liam F. McCombs of New York, lawyer winners of gold, silver and bronze
ROMERO
APPOINT
and Princeton graduate, was Gover medala won in the various competinor Wilson's choice for the nation tions. The scene was a very brilliant
chairmanship was generally conced- one, as thousands of athletes of many
gathered In PRESIDENT ASSU RE8 NATION.
ed. The secretaryship was said to different nationalities
COMMITTEEMAN HE WILL ACT
- )
bo betweon Vtt. Woodson, inoumbont, front, of the stand.
AT ONCE
and Joseph E. Davies, national com- -j Gloom was cast over the spectators
mitteeman" from Wisconsin.
and participants in the Olympic games
That the appointment of Secundino
today when it became known the only
Romero as United States marshal for
hisIn
runner
yesterday's
l'ottuguese
TODAY'S BASEBALL.
toric marathon rate, F. Lazaro, had New Mexico will be made in the near
Pittsburg, July 15. First gam.-?- died in the hospital this morning future 'is Indicated by the fact that
a
He suffered from sunstroke during Mr. Romero this morning received
Pittsburg, 4; Brooklyn, 3.
from National Committeeman
message
on
the
out
Setond game:
fell
race
and
yesterday's
who is now in Washreturn journey, after running 19 miles. Solomon Luna,
Pittsburg, 10; Brooklyn, 0.
to the effect that he had visit
ington,
James
decathlon;
Warner, Robinson "and Gibson;
Summaries,
ed President Taft and had been inAllen, Curtis and Miller.
Thorpe, Carlisle Indian school, first;
formed that the appointment of Mr.
C.
second;
H. Wiestlander, Sweden;
Romero
would be sent to the senate
Lomberg, Sweden, third.
Mr. Romero is on his ranch
today.
Wrestling finals, featherweights: 20 miles east of
Las Vegas, busily enHEAT AND VIOLENT Koskels,
Finland, first; Lazenen, Finhis wool crop. The
in
gaged
cutting
land, second; Gerztsckers, Germany,
message from Mr. Luna was opened
third.
d

til

STORMS KILL

MANY

at Western Springs yesterday which

of the
fast mail crashed, were first questioned.

fireman on the fast
mail engine, who was badly injured,
declared that his engineer, George
Brouson, who was killed', was not at
'
fault.
"The signals were set for a clear
track In the block west oi where we
Btruck. We heard the. torpedoes and
Bronson shut off steam and reversed
the engine. We were'- too close to
stop. He died like a hero," Bald
Crain. Positive identification was
made today of the bodies of Mrs. G.
W. Tudor of Lacey, Iowa, and her
daughter, Lois Adelle Tudor, 4 years
old. Three bodies, twt women and
ona little girl, remain unidentified
at La Grange.
Hv

O. Crain,

-

SUNDAY'S BASEBALL RESULTS.
National League.
Cincinnati, 1; Phljladelpphia, 2..
Chicago, 6; Boston, 5.
St. Louis, 3; New York, :.
St. Louis, 4; New York, 2.
American League.
Cleveland, 4; Philadelphia, 2.
Western League.
St Josevh, 12; Denver 14. '
Omaha, 8; Topeka, 4.
Des Moines, 5; Wichita, 9.
Sioux City, 2; Lincoln, 10.
American Association,
Kansas City, 2; Louisville, 3.
Milwaukee, 3; Indianapolis, 10.
Toledo,
Minneapolis.
St. Paul, 12-Columbubs,

high temperatures were the
rule Sunday over Kansas and western
Abilene and other towns
Missouri.
In central Kansas report 104 degrees,
while at Sedalla and other Missouri
points, a maximum of 98 was recorded.
At Kansas City '96 was reached, one
degree warmer than on Saturday.

Many Dead In Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, July 16. Three dead
from heat; there drowned in the rivers seeking relief; two killed by lightning and two dead by committing suicide, while temporarily unbalanced by
the warm weather is the record In
this city Sunday. A large number of
prostrations were reported. The government barometer registered 89 degrees. Five heat prostrations were
reported at Detroit and four drown'
ings occurred.
"

Valuable Paper Damaged
most
Washington, July
severe thunderstQrm in years swept
down upon this, city last night, and
with the terrific wind which accompanied It, left a- trail of devastation
throughout the District of Columbia.
Cellars were submerged, trees were
uprooted and traffic on trolley lines
was suspended and the telephone service o a great extent was put out of
Great damage done in
commission.
the submerged basements of the bureau of engraving and printing and
the government printing" office where
the paper stock was stored rendered
worthless.
15.-T- he

.

HOLD OVER

phoenix, Ariz., July 15. There will
be no ' general state election in this
state next November as provided in
the act of the recent state legislature
and the present state administration.
headed by Governor W. P. Hunt, will
go over until 1914. according to
decision rendered today by the state
supreme court The court granted an
Injunction to State Senator H. A. Daot State
vis, restraining Secretary
Osborne from issuing notices for the
primaries.
Under the decision of the supreme
court only presidential electors will
be voted for in November.. When the
clause providing for the state election
set for next November Was framed
it was believed that statehood would
be granted in 1911. Statehood was
delayed until 1912, The courts held
that the "even numbered year" elecDIES tion provision meant the first suc
ceeding even numbered year, after
statehood had been granted, or 1911.

coDDer

COUNTRY IS SUFFERING FROM A
PERIOD OF HIGH TEMPERresulted in the death of 13 persons.
ATURES
IN Mrs. F. A. Wilcox, block signal operator at Western bprings and the crew
Kansas City, Mo., July
Denver train into which the

Cripple Creek, Colo., July 15. Fears
of a possible attempt to prevent the
holding of the annual convention of
of "Miners
the Western Federation
here because of the bitter feeling following the strike of 1904 proved
groundless and the opening session today was marked by the best of feel
ing.
Mayor Joseph Bitterly, in his
address, extended a cordial welcome
to the delegates and presented a' gilded key to the city to President Charles
H. Moyer, who voiced the Miners'
"appreciation ot the kindly reception."
apA credentials committee was
pointed and the convention took a recess until 3 o'clock when the commit-te- e
report probably will be approved,
Inasmuch as there are no contests. The
annual address of President Moyer Is
scheduled for tonight. Among matters to be settled by. the convention
are granting to local unions authority
to conclude long term contracts with
employers and extending organization
to Mexico.

RUNNER

LETTER

FROM CANDIDATE

I

S

Washingtonf

Chicago, July 15. According to ear
ly reports today all of the injured,
taken to hospitals as a result of the
collision between the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Overland Limited
and a mail train at Western Springs,
yesterday morning when 13 were
killed and sixteen known to be hurt,
were in a condition which Indicated
their recovery. Twelve of the injured
were taken to St. Anthony de Padua
hospital, and, after careful examina
that
tion, physicians pronounced
none had suffered injuries which
would be likely to cause death.
Of the dead three remained unidentified. These were the oodles of two
women and one girl. The women
were of middle age and tne girl was
9 years old. A dual inquiry will be
made today in an effort to fix the
blame for the wreck. One was made
by Coroner Hoffman of Cook county,
and the other by the state railway
commission, which will meet In Chicago and gcr to the scene of the
wreCk with officials of the road. The
conduct of three persons, of whom
one is dead will be Inquired into in
an effort to fix the blame of the
by swimming.
wreck. The acts of George Bronson,
"We'll get them," cried Mayor Arthe engineer of the mail train, who
nold. A wagon plunged Into the flood,
was killed; Mrs. F. a. Wilcox, tower
and, although the flood swept It aside
and Flagman John Woodat first, it crept to the Olsen home, operator,
of the Overland, are those to be
ruff
where three rescuers entered and reBoth Mrs. Wilcox and
questioned.
turned with the mother, the baby held
Woodruff have said they did their
tight to her bosom. A shout greeted full duty the former by placing block
the return of the wagon. A squad of
signals and the latter by placing torpolice rescued a score from housetops
Only one thing has been
pedoes.
on Market street and hurried them in
established regarding thu
definitely
a hay wagon to the Auditorium.
cause of the wreck and tnat is that
a dense fog played a big part in the

CRIPPLE CREEK GIVES

SELECTION

BEEN

Your Own

Miiiif'tj-'''t r . r i i I I I 'I I r

STATES

FIRSTS

EVERY GNE SUSETO EE HAPPY MARATEON
THE

Others' Busl- ness Doesn't Help

CITY EDITION.

,

trains.
A general call to physicians speedily
gathered a staff at police headquarters
who were dispatched to the edge of
the flood in police automobiles. Many
thrilling rescues along the banks of
the creek last night were reported this
morning. The smaller dwellings along
the creek collapsed quickly at the
first onslaught of the water. Mayor
Arnold was early on the Bcene with
most of the fire and poiice depart-- '
ments and thousands of volunteer
was
citizens. Every available wago
pressed into service.
Dazed families, huddled nn yards or
marooned on roofs, mingled
appeals
with the voices of their rescuers. Hundreds of spectators,- cut off from retreat by the flood before they realized
their danger, were rescued. Frenzied
relatives of trapped families pressed
to the front and hindered the work.
Wagon after wagon was driven into
the flood water to return again and
again with women and. children in
drenched night clothes. Those who
Insisted on saving their effects were
dragged from their homes.. John A.
Ojujgley, his wife and mother and
His
baby, were the first rescued.
mother, 50 years old stumbled back
Into the current and had to be res
''
cued a second time.
r4
Fred Olsen, 8 years old, alone on
the bank, cried for his mother and
baby sister. He had saved himself

Minding

15, 1912.

TO

AU:iTCE!KiJS

I
I

TELEGRAPH SERVICE

tl)
telephone to the city hall just
before the rest of the flood reached
he it", many could not have escaped
The message was repeated
course of the creek and
the
along
dwellers on the bsnliB were able to
flee In time, many in their night
clothes.
The flood ripped out concrete walls
that ronflned It for two miles, tore tip
light bridges artd hundreds of email
UP
CHERRY CREEK IN DENVER DE- dwellings and drove their oecupants OVERLAND LIMITED AND MAIL FRIEND OF WOODROW WILSON AMERICAN ATHLETES KEEP
JERSEY-ITE'.
S
IN
CONDUCT
WILL
STREAK
TRAIN
MEET
THEIR
NEW
AT
WESTERN
WINNING
,
PART
out of their homes or to
VASTATES THE LOWER
which they were rescued by the memCAMPAIGN
OLYMPIAD
SPRINGS, ILLS. '
OF CITY
bers of the police and fire departments, who had been ordered to do
WISCONSIN riANIS SECEETARY THEY TAKE TEE RELAY RACE
PEOPLE ARE DOWNED rescue work on receipt of the warning TO MAKE AM EXAMINATION
the
Reaching
message by
mayor.
Union station the pood spread three STATE
RAILWAY
COMMISSION JOSEPH DAVIES WILL KEEP THE FAST TIME
SET IN ONE OF THE
ONLY BY QUICK WORK ON THE
feet of water through the yard, putOF DEMOCRATIC
"MINUTES"
WILL TRY TO LEARN THE
'
BRILLIANT EVENTS OF
PART OF POLICE ARE OTHERS
ting locomotive fires out, marooning
"EI3 GUNS"
CAUSE OF WREC.K.
'
THE DAY
SAVED
several hundred passengers and closor
to
the
Incoming
outgoing
city
ing
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RXOLU9IVE AQOOCIATED

214.

?7?axm

'Da

T

Lorenzo Delgado, whom Mr. Rofinal,
lightweights: by
Wrestling,
mero
has authorized to look after his
Ware, Finland, first; Matiason, SweMr. Romero has prov
crrespondence.
den, second; Malstrom, Sweden, third.
ed himself to be an efficient officer
meters
race,
relay
Sixteen hundred
and his appointment will meet with
for team of four men, each man runthe approval of the great majority of
- United States
final:400
meters,
ning
the people pf New Mexico
first; France, second; Enpland, third.
Hop, stepand jump, final: Sweden,
first, ' second and third.
Cross country race, team: Sweden,
COLONEL WILL GO ON A
first; Finland, second; England, third.
High diving, plain and variety com
VOTE HUNTING TRIP
bined, from heights of five and ten
meters, final: Adlerse, Sweden, 369
points, first; Seurner, Germany, 136
points, second; Blorgren' Sweden, 547, ROOSEVELT ANNOUNCES HE EXPECTS .TO VISIT WESTERN
points, third.
STATES
Four hundred meters swimming race,
team, for teams of four women each,
Oyster Bay, July 15. Colonel Rooseswimming 100 meters; England, first;
second; Austria, third. velt has decided to make the camGermany,
Time 5 minutes minutes 52 seconds. paign trip, to Michigan, Kansas and
Iowa which he has had under consideration for several days, He said
he had begun work on a number of
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Washington, July 15. Senate con speeches which he would deliver be
fore the opening of the national
vened at noon.
convention in Chicago.
Archbald impeachment papers for
"I shall not be able to go to Jack'
mally presented.
Sundry civil appropriation bill re son, Mich., to speak on Saturday on
ported, Chairman Warren announcing account of the pressure of my work,"
he would ask for its consideration said the colonel. He had been asked
to speak before the Michigan state
Tuesday.
convention of the new party. He said
House': Convened at noon.
Took up unanimous consent calen he would remain in Oyster Bay all
this week. Some time next, week, ac.
dar.
cording to the plans, he will start
westward.
STRIKE IN MASSACHUSETTS
Colonel Roosevelt indicated today
New Bedford, Mass., 15. Operatives that he would attend .the national proin 11 cotton cloth mills in this city gressive convention In Chicago on
struck today to enforce the demand of August 6, so arranging his campaign
the weavers for the abolishment of trip as to complete his speeehmak-inthe grading fines system of wage. The
just before the convention begins.
strikers gathered about the gates of
"But I hope it will be late enough
the mills and made a noisy demon- so that I shall not have to come back
stration, but no violence was reported before the Chicago convention," he
said.
during the early hours.
g

im
Washington,
July
peachment of Judge Robert W. Arch-bald of the commerce court, was foiv
mally laid before the senate by the
committee of members from the house
headed by Representative Henry D.
Clayton, chairman of the Judiciary
committee.
Shortly after the senate
convened the house members walked
in a body to the rail before the pre
announced
siding officer's desk-antheir mission. .
The senate chamber and galleries
were fairly well filled to witness the
It had not been parallel
proceedings.
ed since the impeachment of Judge
Swayne in 1905. Mr. Clayton read the
resolution under which the house had
directed Its committee to present the
Impeachment to the senate. About
him were grouped the other members from the other committees, Representatives Floyd of Arkansas, Webb
of North Carolina, Davis of West Virginia, Norris of Nebraska, Sterling of
15.-T-

Illinois and Howland of Ohio.
As Mr. Clayton concluded and before he could begin upon the arclties
of impeachment. Senator Lodge of

Massachusetts pointed out that the
rules provided for a proclamation by
the sergeant-at-arms- .
The bouse
members retired to the rear of the
chamber and Colonel Daniel Ransdell
sergeant-at-arms- ,
in a voice that
scarcely reached the senate galleries,
made the formal proclamation: "Hear
yea, hear yea, hear yea, all persons
are commanded to keep sileneo on.
pain of imprisonment while the house
of representatives is presenting an
exhibit in the senate of the United
States of articles' of impeachment
against Robert W. Archbald." Chairman Clayton proceeded with the for
mal reading of the long document of
Impeachment, with the demand of the
house of representatives
that the
Judge be tried for "high crimes" and
misdemeanors" against the United
States.

BUTTER AT 25 CENTS
Elgin, III., July 15. The quotation
committee of the Elgin Board

Trade this afternoon declared butter
firm at 25 cents a pound.

PLANS OF ROYALISTS
CAPTURED OY ARMY
PORTUGUESE
INSURRECTION
EXPECTED SOON TO BE
' ENDED

IS

Lisbon, via the Frontier, July 15
The government is now In possession
of complete plans of the
royalisU.
These show that several regiments la
the Lisbon garrison were In league
with them and it was arranged that
these troops should march into the
streets and proclaim the establishment of the monarchy on the
night
that Captain Couclro, the royalist
leader, crossed the frontier.
Rivalry between Couclro and one of
the principal leaders at Lisbon, however, caused the conpsricay to fall
through. Although the royalists have
been defeated, the republican
forces
apparently are not having all their
own way. Telegraph wires
continuo
to be cut and bridges blown
up. Troops
are being dispatched by the government for the north daily.
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Summer Merchandise of Every

f

L

J

One lot of Wash
Suits, well made
from a variety of
materials, sev e ra I

;

colors, neatly trimmed, worth from
$3.00 to $7.50 each,
special for this sale

Description" at Radically Reduced Prices

I

I"

1

li

'

.u-- ?

Hi.,,.,

to Effect a Speedy

PER SUIT

Clean-Up- !

$3.50

s
THIS IS A geat week for
at Rosenwald's. ' All through the store on Summer merchandise of every description orices have been
severely cut to clear the decks and make way for Fall shipments that are due to
arrive shortly.
OUR THOUGHTS ARE not how much profit we can make on an article but ''how much shall we reduce it to make it sell AT SIGHT1" Profit
i
ana even ACTUAL COSTS have been
reai values
.
for the sole con- sideration of clear shelves and counters and prices dropped down, DOWN, DOWN, to rediculously low figures.
NOW IS THE. time to save money on your Summer needs. The merchandise is all stylishseasonable and
highly desirable-go- ods
that you can use for several months to come
money-saver-

side-trackt-

THctks Valuen Urge

WOMEN'S GUTEKGARMENTS.

-

We have absolutely disregarded all
questions of profits or costs and have
cut prices recklessly on our finest and
most desirable suits, coats, etc.,- - to in-

sure a speedy good-byLook:
Choice of any tailored suit, or coat
in the house at just
e.

Kffl

i'

ONE-THIR-

from $8.50 to $65.00 during this sale,

HALF PRICE

Don't Miss
These

Won-

derful Wash

OFF(

. They alone are worth a
specia ltrtp
to the store. The newest and most

favored weaves and shades at amazingly 'cut prices to insure their hasty
exit. Choice of the entire line at
OFF.

ONE-THIR-

HALF PRICE.

including some late arrivals, at
Any Wool Skirt in the house, black
or .colors, worth $3.50 to $15.00, special,

i

.

,

Established.

iaUij Optic
1879.

By

THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
(Incorporated)
M.

PADGETT....

CO.

EDITOR

Entered at the postofflce at East
Vegas, New Mexico, for transmission through the United States mails
M second class matter.
LiM

J'V

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier:
.'
Par Copy
v
One Week
Ou Month

0e

$ .05

J5
.85
7.60

Tear
Dally by Mall

One Tear
ttx Months
WEEKLY
One Tear
1
Montha

-

...

J6.00
8.00

OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
42.00
1.00

tic parties. Colonel Roosevelt, who
has recently been aptly termed the
party of the first part," will attempt
to frame a platform that will carrv
his Bulb Moose movement to victory;
and the socialists will, as aways, advocate the most radical of radical
changes in our political and economic
affairs. This Is all apparent, even to
the casual observer.
Do not mistake the real issue. The
principles laid down in the platforms
of the national political parties constitute . In our Judgment, but secondary Issues. The real issue Is even
more vital to the future welfare of
this republic. The, time has come
when the question of direct as opposed to representative government
Is the question before the people of
the United States and this will be
the fundamental issue In the coming
campaign. The platforms of the republican and democratic parties leave
the Initiative, referendum and recall
to the states, where they properly belong; but, nevertheless, the real question before the American people today, as will be seen as the national
campaign progresses, Is the question
of whether the1 government shall become a government directly by the
people or, with changes for the better,
remain a government of selected rep
resentatives responsible to the peo-pl-

(Oash In Advance for Mall Subgcrip.
tlons)
The republican platform declares
Remit by drait, check or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not strongly against the recall of judges
and the recall of Judicial decisions.
responsible for loss.
The democratic platform does not.
Specimen copies free on
The republican party stands for a
government that cannot be swayed or
i.UL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT broken toy the momentary impulse of
the moment. The democratic party
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
"
does not Since Its begninnlg the re
PAID FOR.
publican party haB shown Itself capare
Advertisers
guaranteed the able of meeting every need of the
largest dally and weekly circulation republic. It has made mistakes and
of any newspaper In Northwestern has profited by them. When the republican party has been In power, the
New Mexico.
nation has prospered.
The democratic party has shown
TELEPHONES
that it is Incapable of meetinj? the'
BUSINESS OFFICE
Main 2 needs of the nation.
With Its asNEWS DEPARTMENT
;Main 9 cendency came political turmoil, social unrest and economic panic. The
republican party of the nation stands
MONDAY, JULY 15, 1912.
now as It has always stood, for the
things that make for safe, sure and
TnE REAL ISSUE
orderly progress in the affairs of the
United States. It has stood for and
V To the casual observer of
political accomplished these things since it was
events the coming national campaign first entrusted by the people with the
will be fought out on thn declarations guidance of the country. The demoof principles enunciated In the plat- cratic party stands for quick changes
forms of the republican and democra and consequent unsettled conditions.
,

HALF PRICE

OFF

ONE-THIR-

Attractive Silk
Waists
In a splendid variety
of styles and colors,
including) the newest
and best style mod-

Unequalled Values in
Men's All Wool Suits

els muBt also be disposed of. Your choice
ONE THIRD-OF-

There is many weeks yet in which to
wear Summer Suits but "Clearance"
time has come for us we most close
out the balance of our line. Included
are some very desirable patterns, a
good variety of colors and all sizes. All
are this seasons garments worih from
$15.00 up. Your choice for

1862

;
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&asmumM& Son

Choice of all our Wash Skirts, white
or colors, worth $3.50 to $5.00, special,

g

Published

Here's a chance to get a beautiful hat or two for wear the next
few months at, a ridiculously low price. A big variety of the newest
and most desirable shapes, trimmings, etc., to choose from. Choice
of any hat in the house, at'Just

Laa Vooaa'LofldinStoro

ONE THIRD OFF
ONE HALF OFF

ESTABLISHED

'

Closing Out Millinery at Tremendous Price Sacrifices

ONE THIRD OFF

if
ije

.

Goods

1

All of our Wool and Lingerie dresses,

Waists at Little Pieces,
An extremely backward season has lert
us with too many Linnew
gerie Waists
dainty and desirable
garments in a variety
of styles all go at

Dainty

Profits Dropped On
Pretty Parasol.
We don't want profitsonly clear shelves
So prices have dropped like this on the
newest and most desirable, p a r a s o 8

HALF PRICE
Our entire line of Silk Dresses, worth

I

Immediate Attendance

Clearance Prices on
Laces and Embroidery
"Clearance e Prices"
that means low
prices you won't tee
again until next year.
So grasp this opporBuy
tunity NOW.
and eave money!

NEVER BEFORE SUCH BARGAINS IN

The republican party Is a party of
principle; the democratic party one

of opportunism.

The republican party believes and
practices the great truths expressed
in the lines:
"A thousand years scarce serve to
form a state,
"An hour may serve to lay It In the

dust"

'

The democratic party believes

in

and has practiced the reverse:
"A little hour will serve to form a

state;
"A thousand years can't lay It In the

dust"
The republican party believes, as
that changes are best when
they are well considered before being
made; that a year, two years, five
years, Is but an Infinitesimal part of
the life of this nation; that all congressional legislation has an effect for
decades to come; that we should build
for the future. The republican party
believes that In erecting a permanent structure every bit of material
should be carefully tested before being
mortared Into the edifice; that the
steel bars and trusses should be carefully tested for strength arid resistance; and that the effect of the wind,
weather and time should be carefully
and accurately figured before the final plans of the building are decided
always,

upon.
The democratic party believes that
any material will do to construct a
building; and that the more times
you mortar In stones and take them
out again the strongeir and more permanent your building will be.
Which of these parties do you believe Is the better and safer party
to entrust with the building the next
story of the edifice of this republic
a republic, we hope and pray, that
is detined to endure for a thousand
years tp come?
SEATTLE'S GOLDEN POTLATCH.
Seattle, Wash., July 15. The presence of hundreds of Elks on their
way home from the Portland convention swelled the attendance and added to the gayeties of the opening today of Seattle's annual ' carnival
known as the Golden Potiatch. The
carnival festivities will continue until
the end of the week. The program
provides for a secession ot day parades, brilliant night pageants, athletic and aquatic competitions and out'
door shows.
Old papers ror

ea..

d

optic office.

Travers Jerome, representing the
state, will submit his brief. The
TO
justice said he believes ne will be
able to announce his decision one
week from that day.
Twenty-fou- r
witnesses were examined by Clarence J. Shearn, counsel
for Thaw, and
by Mr.
Jerome Saturday, between 9:15 a. m.
and 5:25 p. m. The testimony of many
seemed unimportant while that of
JUDGE IN INSANITY HEARING EX- others
distinctly aided the homicide.
PECTS TO GIVE DECISION
Dr. Charles K. Mills, .the alienist who
NEXT WEEK.
was on the stand when court
Wednesday, was the firal
witness, and Mrs. Mary Copley Thaw
a.
mother of the prisoner, was the last
The alienists employed by
New Facts Brought Out.
Harry K. Thaw and by the
The
Mrs. Thaw
testimony of
state to testify In the sanity
brought out several new facts, as did
hearing will be paid $12,000
that of her daughter, Mrs. George
for their services. The Thaw
Lauder Carnegie. Another important
alienists will charge S250 a
wlness1 was Aim W.
Evarts, counsel
day for examining Thaw and
for Stanford White at the time of the
for attending the trial. The
shooting.
state alienists will be paid $5
After Dr. Mills had reiterated his
an hour for , the time they
declaration made Wednesday that
spent In the court room. They
Thaw is sane, Mr. Evans was called
did not have to examine the
to prove that an effort had been
prisoner. Here are the names
made to send Thaw to Mattewan
of the experts andl the amount
without a trial, and that consequentthey will receive:
the idea some one was trying to
ly
For Thaw. '
fr railroad him
to a madhouse was not
Dr. William A. White. .$2,500
a delusion on Thaw's part. '
Dr. Frederick Peterson. 2,500
Mr. Evarts said that Lewis Dela-fielDr. Charles K. Mills.... 2,000
while counsel for Thaw, has in.
formed him the Thaw family believed
' , Total
$7,000
the homicide was insane and wished
For the State.
to send him to Matteawan. He was
Dr. Austin Flint
$2,0000
asked how Mr. White's family would
Dr. C. A. MacDonald
2,000
consider such a move. After talking
Dr. Amos T. Baker."
1,000
with Mrs. White he communicated
with the district attorney's office
Total
$5,000 4
through Lewis Cass Ledyard, sending
Grand total
$12,000
word that the Whites had no desire
' Dr. Adolph Meyer, for Thaw,
to Insist upon the punishment of
received no compensation.
Thaw.
,
Mrs. George Lauder Carnegie testified that upon her mother's arrival
from abroad a few days after her
New York, July 15. Harry K. brother shot White she and Mrs.
Thaw, slayer of Stanford White, will Thaw called upon Dr. Allen McLane
probably know in 10 days from today ' Hamilton, an alienist engaged by Harwhether he is to be released from' ry's lawyers, and he had shown her a
the Btate asylum for the criminal In- -' memorandum relating to the case. Resane at Mattewan or returned to that freshing ibis memory from this he
institution as an incurable paranoiac told Mrs. Thaw her late hucband,' Wilwith homicidal tendencies.
liam Thaw, had suffered from fits of
The final evidence in the habeas anger during which he Would tall
corpus proceedings he brought at upon the floor, pound the carpet with
White Plains was introduced and Jus- his fists and bite the furniture.
tice Keough has announced he would
He also told of a 6mall boy Harry
hear the summing up of the homi- Thaw had beate t while in swimming
cide's counsel at his private cham- and of a horse he had ridden to
bers id New Rochelle tomorrow.
death. Mrs. Thaw had branded all
O l,c following Friday William these stories as false and preposter- -

THAW

LEARN

HIS FUTURE

SOI

,

uua

the. Tombs,

.

uu instructed

Dim

not to use

these stories, whereupon Dr. Hamilton had told her not to mind, as the
stories would all help..
Mrs. Thaw when called testified
that Dr. Delafield had tola her the
best defense that could be made was
insanity and added that the friends
of White and the White family hoped
there would be no trouble because of
the distress it would bring to inno
cent persons. He said, the witness
swore, that her son was near nervous
breakdown because of excessive use
of tobacco, and that when he went td
pieces the psychological moment to
declare him insane would have arrived.
Wanted to Save Innocent
"The thought that innocent persons would suffer touched my foolish altruistic nature, I will admit"
continued the witness.
"When I saw William M. K. Olcott,
who was associated with. Mr. Delafield before a change was made in
counsel, he told me the story Thaw
had related to him of the killing. It
seemed to amuse him when my son
told how he had gone onto the crowded roof and approached White. What
particularly amused him was Thaw's
remark, "The way had been graciousi
ly opened' "
Mr. Jerome showed Mrs. Carnegie
a letter in the handwriting of Josiah
Thaw, her brother, and she identified

It

U

admitted under'
amination he had received a Christmas present ot $50 from the Thaws
prior to his testimony at the Pough-keeps- ie
hearing in 1908, and Franklin.
J. Sheridan, attached to the sheriff's,
office, said he had been promised an,
overcoat.
Michael Cummlngs, a Tombs keeper, tried to tell a story regarding an
incident while Thaw was In his
chrge which was different from that
he related on the stand In 1908.
The record was read to. him and ha
wilted.
The hearing nas occupied four calendar weeks, less one day, or eighteen court days. During , this time
775,000 words of testimonyy were taken. This made five volumes, compris-

ing In all 3,500 typewritten pages. It
would make about eighty books the
size of an ordinary novel. The 190O
hearing occupied seventeen days. ' '
.

4
WITH THE BOXERS

Leo Houck, the Lancaster middleweight, is on' a trip to Yellowstone
Park with his two sisters.
Joe Jeanette will Jtake (on both
Jeff Manden and MIokey McDonough
In six round bouts at New Bedford

July

26.

"You see In this, do you not, a
Jack Harrison, who recently won
statement regarding! the heating of a the middleweight
championship of
boy by Harry K. Thaw?': he asked.
England, Is coming to America this
"Yes, I see It" answered the wit- fall with Jem Drlocoll.

ness.

'

The letter was not read.
INTER-LAKYACHTING REGATTA.
Benjamin Bowman, stage doorman
O.,' July 15. Several
at the Madison Square theater in score of speedy sail and power
yachts v
1903, testified that Wnlte had threat- representing clubs. In Bufialo, Cleveened to shoot Thaw because he had land, Toledo, Detroit and other
ports
E

f

taken Evelyn Nesbit away from the
one night, and that he told
Thaw of the threat four days later.
This was brought out to show the
homicide was not suffering from de
lusions when he declared White
',
sought his life.
Father Luke J- - Evers, Catholic
chaplain, at the Tombs, and half a
dozen keepers and employes of the
prison, declared Thaw acted in a rational manner when they had him in
charge, and practically every attend
ant and petty official at Matteawan
who ever had anything to do with the

theater

John J. Hanley,

head keeper

at'

iPut-In-Ba-

on the Great 'Lakes, are riding at any
chor In
harbor in readiness for the signal gun that will start
them off on the first events in the
annual regatta of the Inter-Lck- e
A large and
Yachting Association.
representiftlve entry list and the addition of several new features of the
racing program combine' to give
promise this year of the most successful regatta in the history of the
association. A number of brilliant so
cial features have also been arrang
ed for the
with a banquet to yachtsmen at the
Hotel Commodore and concluding Friday evenine'with a smoker nn
u.
presentation of prizes.
Put-In-Ba-

)

i

I

?
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OFFICE MEN

GET

llll

to discuss plans for the mass meeting.
In view of assurance received from the
conCommercial
gress that one day will be given to
discussion of "See America first" at
the meeting of that organization to
be held in Salt Lake City, the temTrans-Mississip-

GOLFERS
FOR

porary chairman will appoint a committee to address the congress and to
enlist its

FIRST

VEQAS DAILV OfTIC,

MONDAY,

GATHER PLURAL

DENVER

TO

MEET

JULY 15, 1912.

VOTING

STOP

IN

ENGLAND

reduce the voting power of their
par
ty in the house of commons by nine,
Is obpected to on the
ground that the
The bill would repeal ail the present elaborate raraphernlla of franchise laws, registration courts and revising barristers. It would repeal In
entirely no fewer than 28 statutes,
and partially repeal 4 other acts of

$1,050

FOLLY EQUIPPED

AT YOilli

0003

v

parliament.
Mr Pease quoted some
interesting
figures showing
the effect of the
measure In operation as follows:
Present parliamentary elec
torate ..,
7,984,600
Loss by abolition
of plural voting 625,0000
University voters lib- - .
franchlsed
.49,614

BEGINNING TO
BEST PLAYERS IN COUNTRY BE- MINISTER OF EDUCATION INTRO
Don't Carry Explosives
PULL AWAY FROM THE ROAD
GIN TOURNAMENT ON COUNGeneral Manager Tyler of the Frisco
DUCES IMPORTANT BILL IN
EMPLOYES
TRY CLUB LINKS
has directed that a notice to the pub
PARLIAMENT.
lic be posted at all passenger and
Topeka, Kan., July 15. Are the freight stations calling attention to the
London,
July 15. John A. Pease,
railroads recruiting thalr officials act of congress In relation to explominister of education, long chief lib
OVERLAND MODEL
from the ranks of. the trainmen and sives. It provides that is shall be unWestern Golf Chamrilona.
eral whip and therefore an expert on
T
1899 D. R. Forgan. OnwentBla.
lawful to deliver for transportation by
eaginemen as In former days?
registration, was p.ut up by the gov
1900 William Waller, Onwent- - f ernment to introduce the
The old time railroad men will say passenger train any gunpowder, dyna
promisea
674.614
Telephone or call and we will have ourfdemonstrator .
sla.
"yes." The latter day office men will mite or other explosives, or to deliver
f reform and registration bill, the ef
Effective total
7,409,986
1901 Phelps b! Hoyt, Glenview.
Ana me oinee uieu iiai- such explosive for transportation by
fect
of
which
say o.
4
would, among other Total males over
show you.
21 years
ently are In the right eUlL
freight without proper packing and 4 ,1902 H. Chandler Egan, Ex- - 4 things, be to abolish plural voting
in
United
Kingdom. .12,032,000
.
moor.
This question Is discussed in rati marking the shipment to be offered 4
4 and increase the number of votes in Male voters
7,409,986
&
"road circles often. In Topeka it will with a proprly prepared shipping or- 4 1903 Walter E. Egan, Exmoor. 4 the, United Kingdom by rome 2,500,-00Co.
'
minute.
1904
an
ExH. Chandler Egan,
tart
argument any
4
der signed by the shipper and certi 4
Male adults who are non- moor.
It is on this bill th.it the governThe recent appointments over the fying to compliance with the regula- 4
4
voters
of
4,622.014
officials
the
hjne Main 344,
ment
younger
has promised to five facillt-o- s
'rVhalen, & Fow ler Props
country among
tions. The act imposes a fine not to 4 1905 H. Chandler Egan, Ex- 4
Of these
'
unfranchised
for
the
moor.
introduction
the railroads have raised this point exceed $2,000 or imprisonment not to 4
of
an
amend4
males
it is estimated that
until it is nearly an established fact exceed 18 months, or both, for any 4 1906 D. E. Sawyer,, Wheaton. 4 ment to grant the outrage to women
the government bill would
the railroads are favoring their of violation; Ignorance is no excuse for 4 1907 H. Chandler Egan, Ex- - 4 on the same terms as to men. This
give the vote to about. . . . 2,500,000
v- moor.
flee trained men for official positions. violating this law.! The Frisco will 4
4 amendment, however, will not be a Number of
womei In the
There is no doubt that the older of not receive or check any baggage con- 4 1908 Mason Phelps, Midlothian. 4 government one, and members are to
United
Kingdom
13,250,000
of
train
ficial of today with his years
taining such articles or transport any 4 1909 Chick Evans, Edgwater. 4 be left to vote as hey like on it. As If votes are given to women
to
able
better
is
behind
the
him
1910
Mason Phelps, Midlothian.
service
present house of commons has
4
packages of. household goods or other 4
on the) Bame terms as men
deal with the employes and meet them packages cdntaining concealed explo- 4' 1911 Albert Seokel, Riverside. 4 already declared itself against votes
under this bill, the numBut when they" sives. All violations discovered will
for
in thoir nroblems.
women, the amendment has lit4
ber
of women placed on
an
tle chance of passing. In fact, the bill
were braking or firing or running
be vigorously prosecuted. The attenthe
or
parliamentary
the
register
caboose
itse'f has very little chance of reaoh-train either from the
tion of passengers traveling on trains
would be
.....10,500,000
the
statute
"varnished cars" they were not or- Is directed to the danger of carrying
15.
Denver, Colo., July
booty w)ith homq
Leading (ing
The government has pledged its all
disestablishment
ganized into the tight union orders explosives of any description In per amateur golfers representing nearly rule and Welsh
to introduce a redistribution bill as
as the men today.
sonal baggage and they1, are caution all sections of the country are gath-e- ahead of jt and hardly time enough to soon as
the effect of the proposed
be
cannot
Tn & wnv the railroads
In Denver for the fourteenth annual discuss those twq great measures.
ed that suchA carriage. Is in violation
reforms on the size of the constitu
in
for
The
a
bill
Take
has
conductor,
been
blamed.
introduced in
of the law.
tournamejit for the amateur champion
encies is ascertained.
stance. Suppose he is the most com
ship of the Western Golf association keeping with three promises made by
Granted
division.
on
the
man
minister.
the
The first was to
The . tournament was opened on the
prime
petent
Easy Money In Texas
New York, July 15. Judge Thomas links of the Denver Country club this his own supporters to do away with
that he has handled his trains with
marvelous headwork and economy. Say J. Freeman, vice president and general morning with the elimination round, plural voting, which it is generally FAULTY CONSTRUCTION
he is educated and Is fitted to take manager of the Texas and Pacific and 18 holes medal play, 64 to continue. admitted handicaps liberal candidates
charge of an office. Railroad heads, president of the International and Tomorrow morning the qualifying in the constituencies, . most of the
ttMQULAH RETAIL. VALUM. tta.OO
CAUSE OF ACCIDENT
however, find it a hard matter to ov- Great Northern, is in the city Judge round will be played 32 to..ouallfy. In landholders who have these plural
!
bomotlfol dinner-waoar
11T5rfl
ta manufactarsr to Kim as an eiolu.tve and
this
votes
purchase
daslira
erlook the fact that for yearj
casting them, against the liber
Freeman said that the outlook for the the afternoon the first round of match
w " onr1nR- pari of tb ooac to -- adTertlslu
I?i?J".rI-l?!- r
Prloet Ton
to par a percent
ipeoae ,'
of the actual coat of tb
conductor has been a member of his Texas and Pacific In Loulslaan and play will be contested.
' Ooamo"
The1 second als. This promise can be kept with
dealirn and cannot b dnplloated In
VANIMAN
BALLOON ALLOWED
a,trii....i,..,.f,eafj,.ul any retail china ator. It la raarauUMid
by bot
union the union that has fought every Texas was the best it had ever had. and third rounds of match play will out the passage o the present bill,
GAS TO REACH EXHAUST
There la a connnn In nverv aaok- nt T.ABAItHniai
H
move in conferences in an attempt to Except for ten or 12 miles out of New continue on Wednesday . and Thurs as another bill with the same purpose
$3.90 in cash, draft,
or ejpreaa money orrter, and we wiU
oonponi and
FROM PROPELLERS
end you one of these beautiful postal
sets by freight.
Adilresa counona and ra
introduced by a private
s
nlttanee to The Ohio Department of the
obtain higher wages and easier work Orleans the road has recovered fro.m day, and
Larabee Floor alius Oompaay
will begin on Fri- has been
unaeninaon, Kansas. Be sure to write your name and address nlainir.
The coupon in LARABEB'S Floor
also
for Koirera SUyerwu
the high water trouble and will be day. The finals will be played, on member and has already passed its
ing conditions.
and other valuable premiums Ask tor deaorip&ve circular.
N. J., July 15. The
Atlantic
City,
In time a railroad man who takes operating through trains over the main Saturday. All matches are for 18 second reading. By adopting this bill
of
Melthe
of
is
explosion
EMPRESS, you know,
GER
that "Mighty-Gooactive Influence in his union learns to line about July 15. It is estimated holes. The finals is 6,3528 yards in aa weir own, me government can vin Vanlman's gas envelopeon
Flour that makes Baking a Delight
airship here
July 2,
be a hater of corporations .vd a con that the physical damage from high length and the par score" is 73 which redeem the first of Premier As- - which
caused the death of its crew of
stant harasser of the company for water will not amount to over $75,000 is also the amateur record tb date. quith's promises.
five men, was due not to the action
The second promise was, If there
which he is working.
and that $150,000 will cover the loss The entries in the tournament this
of the sun's rays, as at first appeared,
To take this man from the ranks of in turning traffic over to the other year are1 numerous and of a class that was time, to remove the difficulties
Like it.
to a fault in construction, which
but
which the present law places in the
his union friends and establish him as roads. As a consequence of this com- assures keen competition.
allowed the expanding gas to run out
way of registration. This can also be
an official where he will be duty bination of circumstances the road
directly over the exhaust of the prop- carried out in the private bill.
bound to guard and push company in had an operating deficit in
May of
This
BISHOP
BOWMAN
95
IS
The next promise was to the BUt. f" engines thus Igniting
terests above everything has been $72,439.
Jefferson Raynolds President .
'
N. J., July 15. Right Rev. fragists, to give facilities for the in- is ids conclusion reacnea oy (Jnanes
Orange,
' found a ticklish proposition and the
E. D. Raynolds Vice President
Judge Freeman made the slgnifcant Dr. Thomas Bowman, the senior biHalett Raynoida Cashier I
troduction of an amendment giving Hlllman, an expert, who has Just corirailroads are not doing It.
uavis vice President
statement that money1 was nearly as
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cas bier
uepneniB.
,
cluded
an
Investigation.
Ofoluroivhera ia no .disposition to cheap in the southwest as in the north shop of the MethodiBt Episcopal deno- votes to women. This will be carried Mr.
made an examination
stunt the ambitions of a railroad mac and that he could readily borrow In mination, today quietly celebrated his out, but,' as it will be opposed by of the Hillman
ballooon on June 25, and of the
birthday anniversary at leaders on both sides of the house,
because he is a member of a union Texas at G per cent. He said also that ninety-fiftBurns It is not likely to get further than first thing that struc khls notice was
that constantly pecks at the oompany banks in that state were beginning to the residence of his
D. Caldwell, of this place.
venan introduction. This would finahy the arrangement of the six exhaust
The
not
officials
do
The
from
that.
far
take
in new securities, and erable
was
the
bishop
of
an dispose of the matter in the present valves in the gas envelop by means
recipient
take the view that a man is down and were suggesting the loaning of home
of which the gas, when it began to exalmost
countless
number
of
congratu
But
parliament. Then the', reform bill
when
out
he joins the union,
money on new enterprises there in
was allowed to escape. This
pand,
from
prominent lay will be laid aside, unless, of course,
there da no dodging the fact that the stead of giving the banking profits to latory messages
was Mr. Vanlman's Invention to pre
men
and
clergymen
the
unrorseen
throughout
is
man
of road experience
sometning
happens, and
operating
northern people.
country. Despite his advanced age he the liberals will get rid of plural vent accident These valves, accord
not favored today like he was many
ing to Mr, Hillman, were placed three
Is in fair health and may be seen on voting
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
by private bill, and in the
years ago.
No State Fair Concessions
the streets of Orange almost any day same way secure the passage of any on each side, of the envelope in a
15.
No
concessions in suitable weather.
horizontal line slightly on the lower
Chicago, July
pf their franchise proposals ,that
See America First
will be made to managers of state
side of the bag. Four of the valves,
Bowman
Is the oldest Ameri tney consider vital.
Bishop
A
15.
mass
meeting fairs thlB
Chicago, July.
. Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undividbd
Profits $35, 000
year by the Western Pas can bishop, both in years and in point
ly Ver the
'
The bill introduced by Mr. Pease ae
those interested. in the See AmeriAt a meeting of of service.
association.
senger
i"e propellers,
He Is likewise the only is of
effort Tt
t )k
ca First idea will be held in Chicago
Our Depositors Receive Every
the association here it was announced survivor of the class that
Courtesy and
graduated value of property as an element of Consequently, when any one of the
in October, which' representatives
valves
that the rule adopted some time ago from Dickinson
wan
the
of
open
rush
would
air
1837.
Within
in
would
The
cease
the
qualification
colleeg
hotels
and
of transportation companies,
every
Scope of Good Banking.
of granting nothing less than 2 cents June in which he
received his diplo man of 21 years of age, with six quickly come Into contact with the
and organizations in all parts of North
mile In the way of fares will be ma, 75
exhaust
and
per
the
hydrogen would ig
years ago, was that in which months' residence or occupation in a
America and the possessions of the enforced
nite it. This theory, Mr. Hillman
this year. No applications Victoria became Queen of Great Bri
Time
constituency, could have his name
United States will be invited to at- for
special fares have been received tain.
placed on the register without all the thinks, is borne out by the fact that
tend. At a meeting of the temporary to
date, but It is expetced that a large
The bishop was born at Berwick, red tape which makes the English one of the exhaust valves, which has
board of the See America First asso number of
been found, was smoked showing
ef .this- kind will Pa., and was a frail and delicate
requests
signs
boy system the most cumbrous in the
ciation consisting of representative be sent within
of
the explosion.
short time. J
a
until taken to Massachusetts, where world. For example, under the pres
of the Santa Fe, New York Central, A number
of applications for
a dally walk of three miles to school ent system, if a man removed from
Illinois
Burlington, Northwestern,
fares to conventions were acted at Wilbrahaw, laid so he thinks
the one house to another in the same
Great
Wabash
St.
and
Paul,
Central,
Old papers for sale. Optlo office
upon, the members of the assoclattoi foundation of a healthful life. '
street, he automatically lost his Vote
Northern railways, held in the rooms
deciding that the two cent regulation
Bowman
and
could
not
on
been
a
has
Bishop
licensed
the
list
get
as
Transcontinental
of the
again
Passenger
shall be effective in each instance. preacher for
nearly 75 years. He was until a new one was being prepared,
sociation, this step was decided upon. Action on the
of
a
question
charging
elected bishop 40 years ago and dur- which might mean a year. Under the
The membership of the association.
special rate for transporting trunks, ing his active career he attended at bill Just introduced the lists
always
it was decided, shall consist of all the greatest dimension
of which ex
carriers, both rail and water; chani- ceeds 45 Inches, was deferred on ac least two conventions in every state remain open, and a voter has six
Capital Paid in
of the union. He has circled the globe months in which to notify the offi
bers of commerce, boards of trade, count of
Surplus
the recent announcement of twice and has officiated
i;$ioo,ooo.oo
at religious cials of his change of address. There
civic organizations, transatlantic and the interstate commerce
$50,000.00
commission
are many other anomalies that would
'.
transpacific carriers and others inter- that it will make a thorough invest! gatherings in nearly every part of the
;
, . .tr
be
world.
removed.
ested. To ascertain their sentiment
gation of the subject.
After his graduation he was a teach
These changes meet with the ap
the mass meeitng was decided upon
er at Dickinson College for several proval of all, but there are other
and invitations for delegates will be
MM.1 CUNNINOHAn, President
years, and then went to Wllllamsport, clauses in the bill, besides the abo
OLD FASHIONED REMEDIES
sent to the governor of each state, the
FRANK JSPRINOER,
D. T. HOStCINS.
Cashier
the Dickin lition of plural voting, which the con
Science In surgery and electricity Pa., where he founded
mayor of each city, each commercial
son
servatives
of
which
abo
The
Seminary,
was
he
oppose.
has
bitterly
the
advanced
30
each
hotel
in
men's
and
much
the
state
club,
city
past
association, the itotel Men's Mutual years, but the treatment of disease first president. He was at the head lition of university representation,
would reduce the voting
Benefit" association, the American Ho by the old fashioned remedies made or tne institution for ten years. He which
their
party in the"
tel Protective association, each rail from roots and herbs, has never been became president of the Indiana As- - power of
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
house
commons
of
In
bury
1859,
by nine, is
University
and water carrier, the
improved upon.
holding the
This may be seen by the great suc- post for 13 years. During the last objected to on the ground that the
sippi Commercial congress, the Trav
cess
of Jydia E. PInkham's Vegetable two years of President Lincoln's life, university constituencies are the only
elers' Protective association of America, each district travelers' associa- Compound, made from roots and Dr. Bowman was chaplain of the Uni ones where an education qualification
is required. This reduction of the 1
tion, Atlatlc and Pacific steamship herbs, and known today as the great ted States senate.
of the house of com
memDersnlp
Defor
ills.
and
female
the
Northwestern
reemdy
companies
mons, with the 61 taken away by the
No sick woman does justice to hervelopment league.
home rule bill, would make the mem
The governor general of Canada will self who will not try this famous
bership
exactly 600. With home rule
be invited to send a delegate from
for Scotland and Wales, which libereach province and like invitations will
als now look forward to, tbe house
be sent also to the president of Cuba,
If you are a housewife you cannot
would become a still smaller one nuOffice with the San Miguel National Bank
the president of Mexico, the governor
reasonably, hope to be healthy or
merically.
of Porto Rico, the governor of Hawaii, beautiful by washing dishes,
sweepAs a slight solatium for .he loss of
the governor Alaskan and the governor ing and doing housework all day.
Win. G. Ilaydon
President
and
bed
into
dead
plural votes, the peers, who hereto
tired at
crawling
of the Philippines.
You must get out Into the open
H. W. Kelly
night.
fore could not vote, are given this
Vice President
It was decided unanimously that the
air and sunlight. If you do this every
privilege with all other "males of 21
D. T. Iloskins
proposition to form a permanent or- day and keep your stomach and bowTreasurer
of age having a residence or
years
In
els
was
eood
order by taking Chamberganization
practicable. The temlain
in
the constituency. This
occupation"
you
porary chairman will call meetings shouldTablet's when needed,
on Deposte
does not, however, carry with it the
from time to time during the summer beautiful.become both healthy and
For sale by all dealers.
In
to
sit
the house ot commons.
right
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All have an air about them which bespeaks careful selec-

tion and the unusual in value,
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Sale Price

Worth

Everything in Ready-to-weApparel
Department For Women,
Hisses and Girls

7a

TO

ar

77I

$35.00

Dresses

Skirts

15

Waists

Kimonas

PriCfc'

Slightly Soiled

Beautiful in every respect from
style to workmanship.
There are no two "alike, a splendid
variety. Everyone of these was originally marked from

-4

OFF

All Women's Ribbed

$13.98

Unlo.i-SuT?-

s

and all Ribbed Underwear.

Children's Dresses

Coats

Sale

025.00 to 035.00
1-

Suits

IP

Jr,"Mk

Some of the best Dresses of
The Season Among: these at $13.98

:.3

i

Off

-3

7

25.00

.

1-

BEAUTIFUL DRESSES

$10.00 and $12.50 Values
Summer brings the inevitable call for just such . dresses as
these, and an excellent collection is here" ia response to the

"

I

rr3OT

LjuJJU L'iJULJ

as PER CENT OFI

WHITE LINGERIE DRESSES

J

orWomm'j
Boy or Girls'
at

oepa ramies

n rraa
LLLl

JWB

Man

J.
:r

a
Wf V

House

iff

ij

Entire Stock of Women's
Hats

Silk Petticoats

PER CENT

$3.00 Linen Skirts

OFFv;

Here with a rush, Summer Days'and Calls for
warm weather apparel. Pure White, or Natural
Coloied all Pure Linen Skirts are just right

II

Sale Price

Women's Oxfords and Pumps
"None Reserved"

j

Button Long Silk Gloves, double tips, black or white, pair
15c Percale, 36 inches wide, best grade, per yard
SI. 25 Taffeta Silk, any shade, per yard.
16

SHEETS,

ALL WOMEN'S
SILK PARASOLS

04o

Muslin, None better, for

7So
1--

3

..........

Ve bought theie from a leading maker of Dresses, who was

(3l Inches wide) for

'.

9Go

-

.49c
69c

.

... ,

'

1- -4

65c
50c
50c
25c
35c
50c

Boys Caps, any style.

'.

OSo

The
'E

Z

It

is

store
ri It

E. Las Vegas.

39c
29c
19c
24c
39c

,

"'

FOOTWEAR ON SALE
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, COMPLETE

an-

xious to close them out.

49C

Long Four, in Hand Ties...'
and 65c Men's Lisle Sox
and 35c Men's Lisle Sox .... ;
all Linen Handkerchiefs
Lisle Web Suspenders

C9o

$1.25 and $1.50 Shirts for men, Cutter and Crossette made

We were able to secure only a limited
amount. If you need a waih dress, we cannot urge upon you too
'
strongly the values to be found in these,

'off

A FEW EXTRA SPECIALS

1

$1.00 SILK MESSALINE PETTICOATS, EACH $2.79
10 Yards Book Fold Percale

SummerVash Dresses

at

.2Go

65c Ready Made Aprons, long- - sleeves, full length. ; v. . . .
16 Button Kayser Chamoisette Gloves, White or Yellow, pair

Don't Fail lo Choose Some of These New

3- -5

$1,00
49 o

OFF ENTIRE STOCK OF WOMEN'S HATS

$1.15 Ladies Ribbed Union Suits, Size 5 and 6, each-

Hen's Undewear Complete
Stock Reduced

rshirts
Do Not Fade

OFF

75c Live Elastic Belts, any size or color, each .......
y
35c Silk Lisle Children's Hose, Onyx Dye, X 54, pair
1-- 2

Manhattan

37o

SATIN AND SILK RIBBON, ANY WIDTH OR QUALITY, AT
Yards LonsdaU 12

SECTION

J4o

-

I

All Specially Priced

IN THE MEN'S VEAR

81x90, GOOD QUALITY, EACH 63c

20c Kimona Crepes, nice assortment of patterns, per yard
50c Women's Black Hose, Lisle Onyx Dye, No. H. 285 per pair.
10 Yards Best Amoskeag- Apron Gingham for.

10

$t.9B

D9o
Jo

.'

of Quality"
Ml

S

r

''--

J'il

a

.s

N.Mf

STOCK

This is the first time this Season that we have
reduced prices
on our Entire Line of .Shoes. We offer as a
inducement
special
a discount on every Shoe in;the House of from 15
to 25 Per Cent
$1.50 White Canvass Oxfords
One Special Lot of Misses" White Canvas's" Oxfords','
Lowr
High Heels, Sizes 2 to 5i, per pair
qq

x

VA8

-a

RIVAL ARMIES

PERSONALS
NO

NECESSITY

--

Always inquire of us

be-

fore buying elsewhere as,
our prices remain the lowest for the highest class of
goods, Dry
Shoes
Goods,
and Clothing.
ready-to-we-

ar

'
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Campa, had been reported by scouts
within a few miles
tho federal
forces, quartered. A battle Is expect
ed within two days.

tf

TWENTY MILES APART

FIRE DAMAGES THE

A

DAN f.!AY HE SENT

HO'iE OF N. T.CORDOVA

CLASH IS EXPECTED
OCCUR IN MEXICO AT
ANY MINUTE.

TO

DEFENSE SCORES

IN

THE BARROW TRIAL

day, flight from a short business trip
to Santa Fe.
ReIf YrUiiio left this afternoon
for
the Valley I ranch and will
spend a
week visiting on the Pecos.
Luciano Maes and Manuel Maes,
sheep men of the lower Pecos, were
m Las Vegas
today on business.
m. Dooiln and Leo
Woodbury
of Watrous, were visitors in Las Ve
gas esterday, returning, home hist

EARLY EVENING BLAZE BELIEVED TO HAVE BEEN CAUSED
BY EXPLODING LAMP.

IN

CLAYTON

THE ASYLU.',!

TO

CM.

Doniiell of the Bell ranch was
a visitor in Las Vegas
yesterday and BIG
today.
1
Eugtna Browne returned Satur-

FOR REDUCTIO

ONLY

DAILV

CHOSEN

10

GEORGE

DEMITREZ 13 SAID TO
BE PERMANENTLY
INSANE.

IS

PRESIDE

Colonla Oaxaca,
State of Sonora,
Fire, the origin of which is unComplaint of insanity, was .filed
Mexico, July 15. But twenty miles FT.ANKLINy LAWYER IS ALLOW- known, last
night completely destroy- this, morning by the officials of the J. M. GONZALES PRFaincw-- r
ED TO TELL ABOUT THE
today separated the rebels advancing
ed the residence of N. T. Cordova on Las
THE NEW STATE CATTLE
Vegas hospital against George
from Casas Grandes for ' the attack
BRIBE MONEY.
the north side of Rosenwald avenue. Demltrez, the
man who attempted
8ANITARY BOARD.
on the federal forces gathered at Cowest or Twelfth street The house suicide a short time
ago on the plat
Los Angeles, July li. The third was a two
lombia and Colonia Morelos. the Mor- story adobe structure, and form of the Santa Fe
Albuquerque, N. M.. July 15. Folmau colonics, 75 miles southeast of month o the bribery trial of Clar
depot Since
though the walls remained standing, his attempt to take his life, Demltrez lowing an order issued
S.
by the New
Barrow was begun today with the roof was burned off
were tnce
Douglas, Ariz. The rebels
and the sec has been a patient at the hospital, Mexico sheep sanitary board
yestersighted at Las Varas ,on the moun- a victory lor the defense. Judge Hut- - ond story gutted.
Property on the and, according to the nurses and
day at its organization meeting here,
ton ruled that Tom L. JohnBon coulu
tain tops.
first floor that was not reached by
at the institution1, daring his the funds of the board will hereafter
General Sanjinez, the commander, testify as to his confidential reta the fire was
night.
destroyed
water.
confinement
by
there las given every in- - be kept on deposit in two places, at
100 men, two cannon and two Hons as attorney for Bert a. Frank
James S. Duncan, Jr., left last
The property is valued at $2,000, $500 dicatlon of
night has
one of the local banks,
permanent Insanity.
ior PuebloT where his sister. Mrs machines' gunSiHi'has left a. garrl-- j liu, on the ground Franklin had for- of which Is covered
probably tha
Insurance. The
by
wno
emureav
was
First
a
on
National, and the First State
passenger
George, CU Trice,, wag operated upon son at Colonla Morelos, four miles feited the right to the vrotectlon of furniture, valued at $500. is
entirely a Santa Fe train, attemptedv suicide Bank and Trust Co.. of Roswell, prowest dt here? tint the-ma- in
forces will the law precluding an attorney from Insured.
yesieraay.
while suffering under ; the delusion vided these institutions
Morton Stern, Jay Stern, B.
agree to pay
The building was well in the grip that some one was
Brash, await the rebels' attack nt Colonla. disclosing professional secrets,
going io kill him. a suitable Interest on monthly balWave
nad. Samuel Greenberger
Most
of
Mormon
the
colonists
taking the stand and himself reveal of the flames before the fire was dis
left this
During the first few days of his con- ances.
mbrningXorWV upper'' Pecos where gone"to CSlwga Morelos fer deleijee. ing these secrets. The trial
covered, and though
the firemen finement, after he had recovered
The board also decided that the
will
are
no
two
determined
resist the Franklin, on the charge of brib worked hard,
they
weeks fishing and They
spend
they were unable to consciousness, Demitrez's mental con bills owed by it should be
paid on the
federals and rebels alike ir there is a ery of Juror George M. Lockwood save the structure or
hunting;
any of the fur- dition Improved, but he is again un-- J first of each month by the
J. Eugene Brown left this after- battle and their families are endan the same charge upon which Darrow
president
None
of the Cordova fam der tho Impression that some one is and secretary.
nishings.
noon on a short business
trip to Wat- gered. A clash' was narrowly averted is being tried, was set for today in ily was at home at the time the tire after his life. He Is afraid of
A
every
Saturday's was the first session
rous and Wagon Mound In the inter- when
the government troops at Department 12 of the eupicme court started and therefore the
exact orig- stranger that enters his room, and of the board held since It was
est of the People's Bank and Trust tempted to take Mormon teams and before Judge Cabanisa. The trial was in la not
named
known.
However, it is could he get hold of a knife he would by Governor W. C.
officMcDonald,
company.
have their continued indefinitely. It was conThe colonists
wagons.
thought It was caused by the explo- undoubtedly repeat his stunt of sev-- ers were elected and a
A. R. Marwick,
permanent
secretary of the T. horses and wagons In the mountains. cluded that Franklin had gone to sion of a lamp that had been left eral weeks ago,
headquarters was selected. AlbuquerM. C. A., returned yester'dav nrtor.l Feeling between' the residents and Salt Lake
City on business.
burning on the second floor.
Judge D. R. Murray with whom the que will have the honor of the latter.
noon on train No. 1 from Chicago the federals Is none too good and may
Johnson testified that he acted as
Miss Amelia
who had complaint was filed has committed It
Cordova,
being decided that this city was
where he had been in attendance at cause trouble at any time. This arter-noo- an
between
Bert gone to the home of relatives who Demltrez to a
intermediary
before District the most central and convenient
hearing
a meeting of, the Santa Fe Y. M. C. A,
P.
O.
has
who
Brown,
Franklin and the district 'attorney's live In the neighborhood,
Bishop
point
saw the D. J. Leahy. As Demltrez Is violent for the meetings of the commission.
been several days Investigating con- office, "with the view of
secretaries.
getting lm flames about a half hour after she at times he probably will be removed
J. M. Gonzales, of
, Mrs. Charles A.
was
to telegraph munity for Franklin." The wltneif had left the house.
Spiess, accompan- ditions, was expected
At this time the to the county jail to await the time of selected by a unanimousClayton,
vote of the
iea by Mr. and Mrs. J.'M. McKeev- - his report direct to Senators Smoot of said he had gone to Assistant District
flames were bursting through the his trial.
board to preside over Its destinies.
er, Buell McKeever and Mrs. New Utah and Fall of New Mexico to be Attorney
Ford at the request of roof, which indicates that the fire had
Angus McGilllvray of Estancla, was.
stadt of Albuquerque, left Saturday submitted to the state department.
Franklin to ask for a continuance of been burning fifteen minutes or more
named as vice
for the Valley ranch where they will
and R. H.
the latter case so that
Franklin before it was discovered.
IF. S. DOUGHERTY DEAD Crews, of this city,president
was chosen as secspend a week.
could
man
the
locate
who
had given
The central office of the telephone
Important Conference
retary.
W. P. Matchette,
him the alleged brioe money.
transportation in
company was not notified of the loca
Mex., July 15. The return
Juarez,
AT
HIS
HOME
spector of the A. T. & S. F., with
IN
I
MORA The board held a long conference
reported to Franklin," said the tion of the fire and the East side
ing here from Casas Grandes of Gen
witbcPr. Marion Imes, of the TJniteL
headquarters in Trinidad, was in Las eral Ynez Salazar In command to con lawyer,
that I had talked to Ford fire department was unable to get
States bureau of animal industry,
Vegas for a short visit with friends
and
that he refused to continue the that Information until some time after
suit with General Pascual Orozco In
POPULAR YOUNG MAN IS LAID and arranged to work in
and relatives. Mr. Vigil is district
would
case;
that
there
a
be
grand the alarm was given by the siren
the rebel army headquarters caused
with this federal officer In accompTO REST WITH MASONIC
attorney for hfs district.
no little comment In rebel circles to jury session the following Monday whistle at the power house, which is
- HONORS. X '. f
lishing the desired perfection of
10m jonnson, of the firm of J. C.
and
that
if
Franklin
to
desired
make
dear the Cordova residence1. The
Salazar came on an order from
health
among New Mexico sheep. ReJohnson & Son, undertakers, accom day.
a
full, open and free confession, Ford flames could be seen from
Orozco. What the purpose of his vis
the E. RoWilliam Sharpe Dougherty died Sa
showed that there was less
ports
panied by his assistant, Charles
would
listen
I
to
him.
also
told
mero Hose and Fire company stait was he would not disclose.
of one per cent of disurday night at 12 o'clock at his ranch than
Moore, left yesterday morning for
mentioned prominently Franklin that Ford said he took no tion, and consequently that organi near Mora.
is
Salazar
Mr. Dougherty had been eased sheep among all the herds of
Mora to take charge of the funeral
In
stock
the
'cock
and
bull
story' zation was on the Job in short order. a resident
'
as the military successor of Orozco
of New Msxled several the state, which Is an enviable record.
of W. S. Dougherty, who died Satnr
Nick Cordova, Jr., who lives with
If the latter la deposed. It Is report about the mysterious man who gave
The board held an Informal recepyears, having come here for the bene
day evening on his ranch near Mora.
him. the $4,000; that Ford said they bis
father, was attending a picture fit of his health. He was a
that Salazar came to
tion at Its rooms in the
Colonel E. C. Abbott and Captain ed, however,
native
were
more
evidence
getting
show
every
day
at the time the alarm was of
with the rebel chief about the
Bellalre, Ohio, where he was born
building Saturday, when GoverNorman L. King of Santa Fe, came talk
Mormon situation around Casas Gran- and that they had enough evidence sounded. When he reached the scene on
4, 1888. He Is survived by nor W, C. McDonald, Summers Burk-in this afternoon from the Capital
August
to send Darrow to the
penitentiary the building was like a fiery furnase, his
des.
motherMrs. Bessie Sharpe Little hart, his lega adviser; Mayor D. K.
without the aid of Iranklln.
City to attend the camp of lnstrucaad he was unable to save any of his
American Consul Edwards, who has
Mr. Dougherty's health broko while B. Sellers and City Attorney Felix H.
aion for officers of the New Mexico
"Franklin
me
told
at
that
time
that
of the
personal property, all of which was he was attending school In
National Guard, which is being held Informally expressed the desire
Culver, LeBter, were present.
neither Darrow nor Davis had given uninsured.
American government for protection,
Ind. From Indiana he went to Belle- on the rifle range north
Mayor Sellers, as president of tha
city. was expected to receive the renewed him the bribe money. He insisted
ine alarm was sounded at about fonte, Pa., where he lived until ad- - state, fair,
Colonel Abbott will be in charge off
that the maf who gave him the mon
formally invited the hoard
ofUL o'clock, am it .was an. ,kaiir,.,or. visad
asswaneeBthat they
to
, .
hla
'West1
fcia- 'iff
attenHha
by
aasual
esse
physicians'
was
a
ey
tucamir.
small
man
dark
whose name more before the fire
would not molest the Mormons or
companies re Before locating on a ranch, in Mora, fall and the hoard
T. C. Tincher, genfral agent for
he
did not know, but with whom he
formally
accepted.
their property. General prozco has
turned to their station houses.
ne resided for a short length of time
the Haynes Motor Car company, and
Harry F. Lee, formerly a resident
over the entire Mormon' ques naa several meetings." On cross exH
In
Tucson
Paul Doran of Santa Fe, state agent given
and Phoenix, Ariz., and In of this city, and secretary for many
Johnson testified that
Hon to General Salazar. Six field amination
of the company,
Texas and Colorado. Mrs. Little has years of the old territorial board, was
came in yesterday
Franklin had said to him when he
and
three
pieces
mortars, comprising told
DDfin
from Santa Fe,
lived with her son on- at
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All

GOOD FELLOWS GO TO

n

HAYWOOD'S

BUFFET
OFFICIAL DISPENSER

OF

OLD RIPY WHISKEY
COOHS GOLDEN BEER ON

;

one-tent- h

All Brands of Bottled Beer

and Bonded Whiskies
Family Trade Solicited

Luna-Strick-l-

Phone Vegas 133 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer

Delivered Free.

of-th- e

515 DOUGLAS AVE.
Ome and Try Your Luck

tseitija1

DrnnnTo
i
of the district attorney's terms:
his ranch and present
the organization session.
making the trip
a
n
uiivmiinuii
across country in an automobile In the rebel artillery, arrived today over
was at his bedside at the time of his representing the old board which was
I
"Yes,
know. I expected to say
Mexican Central from Sauz, enthe
four hours and 18 minutes, record- death.
that Darrow did It."
composed of Solomon Luna, of Los
route to Casas Grandes.
. GOOD FRUIT CROP Mr. Dougherty, during his resi Lunas,
breaking time. Mr. Tincher left this
president; Harry W. Kelly, of
dence In Mora, has been a frequent Las Vegas, vice president; Charles
afternoon for Denver on a short busi
Rebels
Are
Defeated
In Las Vegas, and has many W. Schleter,
ness trip.
;
Clayton; A. D. Garrett,
Mexico City, July 15. A clash be- OFFICERS
CAMPING CHERRIES AND PEACHES WILL visitor
here.
friends
He is-member of Roswell; J. W. Akers, Santa Fe, and
BE
UNUSUALLY
PLENTIFUL
tween
a
of
rebels under Argu-medband
fruit country and produces
Lawrence Tamme has entered the
Chapman Lodge No. 2 A. P. & A. M, H. F. Lee, secretary. Mr. Luna was
crops
THIS SEASON
and federals under General
which for quanttiy and quality are un- - employ of the Santa Fe road as yard
The funeral services were held this president of the hoard since It was
ON RIFLE RANGE
Balnquet resulting In a rebel rout, is
The natural clerk.
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the first organized In Las Vegas on June
surpassed anywhere.
The fruit season in and aroirhd Cimto
the
mail.
reported
of
future
Imparcial by
the valley is to become a
ranch. Rev. J. S. Moore, 14, 1897.
Dougherty
'
arron Is now about on, says the Cimof Chapman Lodge, officiat
grand series of orchards from San II- The city council will meet tonight The fight is said to h.ve occurre!
chaplain
arron News. The fruit growers are
l
,
MEMBERS
OF
,
ed at the services. Mr. Dougherty
uKionso 10 tunconaaa, mere Is no at 8 o'clock In deferred regular ses July 10 near Santiago. Pasquiero, COMMISSIONED
finding a ready market for their pro was laid at
about 150 miles west of Torreon in
FIRST REGIMENT ARE RECEIV
L.
MichGeorge
Manton.
of
Colorado
or
Hlgble,
In
sion.
a
rest
California that
beautiful spot on
part
Important business Is said to
ducts and at good prices.
used Foley Kidney Pills for kldne
ING INSTRUCTIONS
can compare with it In the combined be scheduled to come before the al- the state of Durango.
his ranch.
and bladder trouble. He says: "1
Cherries
of all kinds are now ripe
of
The
officers of Chapman Lodge, find for my case no other medicine
the four great fruit dermen.
poduction
Officers of the First regiment, New and being brought to town to the mar N. O.
Aeroplanes In Use.
Herman, Dr. W Ps Mills, Guy equals Foley Kidney pills for bene,
staples; apples, pears, peaches and
ket
where
are
these
Mexico National Guard this afternoon
s
being readily dis M. Carey and Rev.j r..
Torreon, Mex., July 15. Two
The postofflce at Casa Grande has
plums.
Moore, ac ficial effect" They are a safa anif
reliable medicine for Mdnav trmhi
of the Bleriot type have ar- went Into camp on the government posed of. Gooseberries, blackberries companied
But when it comes to finding a mar- been ordered discontlnuedr The order
G. Ward,
Charles
W.
by
and rheumatism. Contain no harmful
an raspberries are ripening. , These
rifle
rived
are
here
and
to
be
range
tomor
tried
northwest
effect
of
took
mail
In
future
Las
T W. Garrard and Louis Faville.
today.
Vegas,
the,
ket, the weak point is reached. Not
"rugs. v. g, snaefer. Red Cross
fruits have been grown extensively went to Mora
row before going south to the field of The officers will remain in
thla morning Ui automo- Drug Store.
camp for
being situated on a trunk line, the lo- to that office will be sett to Cherry-ten days and will receive instruction around here, and this year's crop biles to attend the funeral"
operation in the north.
cal markets being limited, only .the vale.
services,
in various lines of military service. proves beyond a doubt that such fruits which were held under the ausDices
first class product can be shipped at
A. M. Nason, farming near
so
well here. It will mean that
Canaan,
The camp is, in reality, a school for do
Federals Mistreated Mormons
of the Masons.
a paying rate.
Me., was badly crippled with sciatic
N. J. Gorham,
cashier bank of
more
of
the
smaller
will
fruits
be
15. Bishop O. officers.
Ariz.,
Douglas,
General
July
rheumatism
Adjutant.
Brookes
he
due
pays to uric acid
Every other fruit section of the west- Woodvllle, Woodvllle, Ga., had a very P.
in his blood. "Foley
Brown, who has bee:i asked by will visit the camp, coming over from planted from now on.
lias had to provide itself with facili severe attack of "kidney trouble and
Kidney Pius
summer
On
the
account
cured
During
me
of
the
months
moth
entirely
backwardness
of
Senators Smoot and Fall to investigate his headquarters in Santa Fe for that
and also removed
ties for preserving and utilizing Its the pains In his kidneys and back
numerous
ers
of
children
should
black
young
watch
the season throughout the country, the
specks that were
were terrible. "I got a bottle of ""ol-e- y conditions at Mormon colonies at Co purpose.
,
for any unnatural looseness of the
before my eyes."
surplus product, and this has to be
Foley Kidfruit Is rather late. However, these Dowels,
Kidney Pills from our druggist lonio, returned today with sworn
the
Among
In
officers
Pills
the
ney
are
when
are
a
camp
uric acid
given prompt attention
done by united effort and
and they entirely relieved me. I have
earlier
have
varieties
are
statements
at
and
from
time
Colonel
this
E.
up,"
C.
effective
Mormons
serious
trouble may be
for the various forms
Abbott, In command of
prominent
In thees days, every business Is con- more benefit from them than any othcome on Just a little later than usual. avoided. Chamberlain's Colic. Chol of rheumatism, n n o
!
ducted on a small margin, and the loss er medicine." O. G. Schaefer, Red charging the Mexican government the regiment;. Majors Ludwlg William
era
Cross
and
Diarrhoea Remedy can alStore.
Drug
Those
which
varieties
now
are
re
Hfeld
Cross Drug Store.
troops with alleged
encroachments
Ilfeld, Arthur Ball, and S. A.
ways be
of any considerable fraction destroys
and indignities. According to the Milllken, the latter surgeon for the ported ripening by the qrchadists are all dealers.depended upon. For sale hv
the profit. In many important Indus
The Onttc prlnta all the new. '
data compiled by Mr. Brown, the regiment; Captains F. W. Thompson, peaches, apricots, appless and some of
tries, the entire profit comes from the
MAROONS TO STICK
colonists were asked to furnish teams William H. Tenney, Jr., Domingo Pa- - the smaller fruits. Apricots are not
and from utilizing every Continued succees has met the and
horses and payment was refused checo, Bertram H. Hunter, T. J. Moll grown in large quantities here, and
particle of material.
committee of business men who are by Generals SanJInes and
Blanco, the nari, Norman 1 King, p. C. Blumtni-- i consequently the local demand Is far
To utilize surplus fruit when the making a canvass of Greater Las Ve federal
commanders.
The
Mormons
naries k. ranois and Charles D. greater than the supply. What fruit
'
market is filled, and the Inferior gas for extra subscriptions for the
to giving up their Church, First Lieutenants James Ba there Is of this kind Is of a very high
steadfastly
objected
grades at all times, it Is necessary to maintenance of the Las Vegas Ma- property and the federals
finally ob ca, T. W. Nolan, J. B. Priddy and A quality.
have appliances for evaporation, pre- roons, and baseball for the remainder tained Mexican
The peaches are coming on rather
is manufactured from pure rich cream in
teams. The situation, E. Hayward, Second Lieutenants J. G.
. (he
lightest,
serving, cider making, etc., which will of the season Is now a certainty. At however, has by no means cleared and Tyson, E. J.
There are a large number of
most sanitary establishment in the West.
Mc- - slowly.
and
J.
H.
Hoerlng
prevent any loss. Single orchards can the present time all debts of the as friction Is looked for
trees In this vicinity which
peach
Hughes.
constantly.
not do this, but by combination it will sociation have been paid and there
came into bearing for the first time
Modern machinery and
Mr. Brown declared that when he
competent men insure a hih
be very easy; and everything thatha Is a small sum in the bank to Its left theMormon
this
and
while
the
from
year,
yield
two
William Baruch of Trinidad came
colonies,
standard of quality whichill be
rebel
cerdit. Subscriptions for July to the detachments one
any value will be saved.
trees
these
not
is
rigorously maintain-ed- .
large yet, It means
of 400 and the other In from Colorado last evening on busi
Being,
Every one In this valley realizes sum of $200 have not been collected, of 600 men under General Emllio ness.
that the peach output from this sec
the, conditions, and there has been an extra amount of $150 has been
tion from now, will be materially In
much talk of Improving them, butJ promised for this month
creased.
The Maroons made the trip to Daw
The apples which are coming on
nothing has been done. At last the
matter ha taken practical shape by son Saturday on their own hook, and If there ever is a time when
are
the very earliest varieties, and
you are justified in cussing,
the calling of a meeting of all fruit will return this evening at which time
they too ar'e in smaller quantities at
you are assured absolutely pure and fresh butter
It is when the summer weather Sets your appetite to
at all
raisers and others Interested, to be tey are tplearn their fate, which
this time.
fussing;
times.
held in Espanola on Tuesday next. Mr, as stated before, will te a pleaasnt
is
This
acknowledged to be the verv
But there isn't any need to risk your soul and shock the neighbors-Tem- pt
J. R. Ball, the enterprising real es- - one, this having made possible the
best aple country In this section oft
4 trial will .'convince
you of its superior quality.
your appetite with Toasties and go singing to your labors
tate man of the valley, hag taken thejefforts of the energetic committee' of
the United States, no failure of the
In
raiswho
have
evsucceeded
business.
Initiative In the matter, and now
apple crop has been known In 40
FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS
Written by W. J. MUSQROVE, '
.
ervone should resnond and make
,Ing the necessary hard cash.
years.
It is probable that the team will
Tempe. Ariz.
united and successful effort. This
One of the M Jingles for which the Postum Co.,
meeting marks the beglning of a new leave this week on a two weeks' trip
R. J. Snowden, Santa Fe special of
THE CRYSTAL ICE AND
Battle Creek, Mich., paid $1000.00 in May.
era of prosperity for the Espanola val- ever the state, playing teams In the
CREAMERY CO.
ficer with headquarters In Albuquer
Luis
Peoos
valleys.
Fe.
and,Pan
ley and Incidentally for Santa
que, was In Las Vegas today.
,

LOOKING FOR market
Santa Fe, N. M., July 15. For years
the fruit growers of the Espanola val
ley have suffered from the unneces- sary loss of a large fraction of their
crops. They valley Itself Is an ideal
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BUSINESS

,

BASEBALL

,

..DIRECTORY

The Philadelphia National league
club has purchased Pitcher John Rlt-te- r
of the East Liverpool O. and P.
league team.
The Pittsburg Pirates and Chicago
Cubs hare been putting up a. fancy
struggle for second position in the
National league race.
Manager Frank Isbell, formerly of
the White Sox, has his Des Moines

CENTRAL 110.1 EL
'MRS.ZR, FLINT, Prop
Cor. Grand and Douglas Ave.
Sast Las Vegas, is. M.
.

team well up In

the

Western

league

race and running strong.
July 4, 1912, will be remembered by
The Ulants IobI
New York bugs.
two games to Brooklyn and the High,
landers dropped two to Washington.
Hugh Jennings' Tigers are still on
the toboggan and Detroit fans claim
's
that the team has joined Eva
"I Don't Care" brigade.
New names appear in the Highlanders' line-unearly every day. It Is
only a question of time until Frank
Farrell will have an entirely new
crew of tossers.
Managerial duties must save- taken
the kick out of Jimmy Callahan's bat.
The White Sox pilot Is not bitting up
to his last season's mark.
Now that he has got his war club
working In Providence, Hany Perry
threatens to do some of the heavy
hitting that made him famous last

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Pfopietor

Ave
Phone Main 447

NOTES

416 Grand

'

Tan-guay-

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire.

p

IN-H-

eavy

Hardware and
Wagon Material

Livery, Feed and Sales Stables.
Good Rigs & Prompt Service
Phone Main

National Are

1202

71

.

n

PETER

HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING

To-wl- t:

Tri-Stat-

Hardwood Finishing. Paper Hanging
and Glazing.
Estimate Cheerfully Given.
. Old Town
WTeat Side Plaza

I

...

H. C. YOUNG
LAVNIMOWERS SHARPENED
Lock
520-6t- h

and Gunsmith Bicycle and
General Repairing

E . Las Vegas

Street

Carriage &

Automobile,

ZSIGtl PAINTING
N.

429

To-wl-

0. 'HERMAN

Grand Ave

PLAZA HOTEL
NEWLY REMODELED

a

E

OPTIClr THE

1 1

ulZLJ

w

U
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fC
RATES

OLUMNl
FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

ADVER-

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a Una.
No ad to occupy leea space than two
line. All advertls menta charged
will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of word a
Cash In advance preferred.
Five

To-wi- t:
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LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Hnd Seal.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
conclave aaoaa
second and
day la each maa.Cn a Ma- B. P. O. ELKS
fourth Tuesday evening of each
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. CD.
month at O. R. C. ball. Visiting
Boucher, 8. C; Cbaa. Tamme, R
brothers are cordially invited. P.
cordar.
D. McEIroy, Kxalted fc!r. D. W.
Condon. Secretary.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. t, ROYAL
convoca
ARCH MASONS Raplar ,
ATTOKNEY
tion irst Monday la each
moats at ICaaonle Teia-plHUNKER
HUNKER
at T:t p. m. M. E.
riU-''
WUHama. H. P.; F. O. Geo. H. Hunker
Reg-Tul-

Tt

LJ

le.

I

Wanted

a

a

'

1st

pub. July

10,

Albuquerque, N. M.
last pub. July 20, '12

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
J. H. Emerson, Hagerman, N. M.
One old bay unbroken
hands high, about 4 years.
horse, 14
Branded
On right shoulder
Has a scar
r 1
On left hip
( J
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 30, 1912, said date being
10 days after last
appearance of this
advertisement said estray will be sold
Dy this Board for the benefit of the
To-wl- t:

;

FRATERNAL

tel.

BROTHERHOOD NO.
102 Maata avery Monday
night at
O. R. C. Hall, oa Douglaa avenue, at

For Sale

o'clock.
cordially

8

h

"

WHITE Wyandotte hens, 50c, 75c
and $1.00. Mrs. M. E. Johnson, i.
Humboldt, Kansas.

For Rent

"

E. ROSENWALD
I. O. of B. B.
Meeta

every first
.Tuesday of the month In the vesti?
rooms of Temple Monteflore at i
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers art
Isaac Appel.
cordially Invited
President; Charlea Greenclay, Sec
retary.

.

Sanchez,

Los Padlllas,

N.

M,
To-wl- t:

One bay horse,

900

lbs.

15

retary.

FOR RENT

Fine suite of furnished
housekeeping rooms, electric lights,
and Ibath, also single rooms excellent
location, 918 Eighth street

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

,

1st

LOCAL

1st

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, 12

TIME

CARD

EAST BOUND
Arrive

2.... :10
4.... 11:06

8
No. 10

No.
No.
No.
No.

1

3
7
8

!

:li

p. m.

p.
11:10 p. a.
1:25 a. as
1:1

p m.
1:15 a. m
1:45 p. m.
WE8T BOUND
.1:45
1:20 P. m.
6:15
8:10 a. m
4:50
4:40 p. m.
6:35 p. m....-- . J:00

p.
p. m.
p.

0

p. m

1

ledo, O.
Sold by druggistB, 75c.

Take Hall's Family Pills for
stipation,

con"v

tOc

pr

10fl

Ik.

per IN lae
SOe per 1SS lb.
4c per IN Ibe.
60 per 1N Ibe.
X5c

AGUA PURA GOMPAlNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
i

--

There is more Catarrh ia thla section of the country than ali Vher diseases put together, and until tht 'aat
few years was supposed to he incurable. For a great many years doctors pronounced It a local disease and
prescribed local remedies, and by
constantly failing to cure with local
it Incurable.
treatment, pronounced
Science has proven Catarrh to be a
constitutional disease, and therefore
constitutional treatment
requires
Hall's Cattarrh Cure, manufactured
by F. J. Cheney & Co, Toledo, Ohio,
is the only Constitution cure on the
market. It Is taken internally in
doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonfuL
It acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. They
offer one hundred dollars for any
case It falls to cure. Send for circulars and testimonials.
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co, To-

MM lbs. or More, Each Delivery
1,SM lbs. to IfiOt Ibe Each Delivery
2SS Ibe. to 1,00t I be Eaoi. DeBvary
6S lbs. te 2ft ibe
Eaoh DeHvary ,
Lose Than N Ibe Each Delivery

To-wl- t:

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12

Dr. E L. Hammond '
Office 7 Crockett Building.
Phone Main 115
Residence Phone Olive 5462.

RETAIL PRICES

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by

PLEW, DENTIST

Successor to

No.
No.
LODGE NO. 544, No.

To-wl- t:

Marcellno

DR. CLIFFORD

'

owner when found.
JULY SPECIAL 100 Buff Rock
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
chicks, $10. Mrs. M. E. Stevens,
Humboldt Kan.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12

estray Advertisement

a

FOR SALE
the city. 3
Sixth street, facing east at a very
reasonable price. Inquire Bachar-acMODERN WOODMEN OF AMERU
Bros.
Meet in the forest of brother'
love at Woodmen of the Wor
FOR SALE Ten large work mares.
halL on the second and fourth Ti
Apply 620 Grand avenue.
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. CU
Consul; Q. L&emmle, Clerk. Vial
FOR SALE Piano and household fur
lug neighbors are especially we
niture. 510 Main street
6t
come and cordially invited.

4

m.

DENTISTS

members are
Visiting
welcome,
B. Oehrlng, t
Best residence lots in
1. T. Buhler, secretary;
president;
lots corner of Baca and
C. B. Bally, treasurer.

To-wi-

'

t

Vr

e,

hands high.
Branded
On left and right shoulder
G. J. Hunhollon, Schroeder, N. M.
Branded
One sorrel female horse.
6 years, 700 lbs, 13H hands.
VU .CI. Ul,
r--n
Said animal being unknown to this . Branded
"
On right shoulder
O
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Said animal being unknown to this
before July 30, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this Board, unless claimed by owner on or
advertisement said estray will be sold before July 30, 1912, said date being
by this Board for the benefit of the 10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement said estray will be sold
owner when found.
by this Board for the benefit of the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Estray Advertisement
owner when found.
Albuquerque, N. M
Notice is hereby given to whom It
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
'12
may concern that the following de 1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20,
Albuquerque, N, M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
10. last pub. July 20, '12
1st.
pub.
July
R. B. Schoonmaker,
Estray Advertisement
Harvey's Ranch,
Notice la hereby given to whom, It
East Las Vegas, N. M. v
Estr.y Advertisement
One black mare 7 or 8 may concern that the following deNotice is hereby given to whom it
was
taken
animal
scribed
up
by
estray
lbs.
years, 1,000
may concern that the following deBias Sanchez, Wagon Mound, N. M,
Branded
scribed estray animal was taken up by
white
One
red
cow,
partly
On right shoulder
B. C. Terry, Solano, N. M.
face, 8 years.
Branded
One black mare, 650 lbs,
Branded
On left shoulder
13 hands, 3 years.
On left ribs
Branded
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
On right shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Said animal being unknown to .this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or before July 30, 1912, said date being Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 30, 1912, said date being before July 12, 1912, said date being before July 30, 1912, said date
being
10 days after last appearance of this 10 days after last appearance of this 10
days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold advertisement, said estray will be sold advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the. benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
i
owner when found. .
.
owner when found.

may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Summer colds are hard to get rid
f. and freauently lead to astnma Ofimlano Gutierrez, Alameda, N. M.
One white mare, 12 years,
bronchitis, and hay fever. Do not let
your cold get a hold on you, but use 12 hands.
Toley'a Honey and Tar Compound
Branded
lor quick relief. W. H. Allen, Chel-eeOn left hip
"W
prefer Foley's
Wis, says:
Said animal being unknown to this
Honey and Tar Compound to other
because It quickly Board, unless claimed by owner on or
cough medicines
cures coughs and colds. It will ward before
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
30, 1912, said date being
off a cold if taken In time." Con- before July
said
12,
date
1912,
July
Albuquerque, N. M.
being
tains no opiates. O. O. Shaefer, Red
10 days after last appearance of this 1st pub. July 10," last pub. July 20, '12
Cross Drug Store.

LODGE
1.
NO.
OOmaOO
OF
PYTHIAS Meet
KNIGHTS

Secretary.

To-wl- t:

To-wi- t:

given

HANDLRL

U

LOOSE NO
A. F. A
K M. Regular communication
first and
; v
.
UUr Thurexlay
vH
month. Visiting brothers cordially Invited
N. O. Herman. T. 1L; . R. aiurray,

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC:
Notice is hereby given to whom It
FOR RENT Upright piano. Inquire .NO. 804. Meeta second and four
may concern that the following deEl Dorado hotel.
Thursday In O. R. C. hall. Pion.
scribed estray animal waa taken up by
building. Visiting member are c
Marcellno Sanchez, Los Padlllas, N.
WILL RENT my 12 room furnished
dlally tnvled. Peter Emenaker, G.
M.
residence. Apply 803 Jackson.
K, Richard Devine, F. S.
One black horse, 800 lbs.,
14 hands high, 9 years.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. Mrs I. O. O.
F, LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO
Branded
Dell Chambers, 710 Grand avenue.
1.
Meeta every Monday evening a:
On left hip
their hail on Sixth street All visit
Said animal being unknown to this FOR RENT Nine furnished rooms
ing brethren cordially Invited to at
over the 5, 10 and 25c Store. See
tend. J . D. Fridenstfno, N. G.,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Charles Rosenthal.
before July 30, 1912, said date being
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
10 days after last appearance of this
Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer
FOR RENT Three new rooms fur
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
nished for light housekeeping. 921
by this Board for the benefit of the
Lincoln.
owner when found.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tueu
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
day evenings each month, at Wood
FURNISHED room with bath, f 11
Albuquerque,
man hall. Visiting Brothers cor
Albuquerque, N. M.
Tenth
street
four
bloeka
'12
from
de
pub. July 10, last pub. July 20,
to attend. A. M
invited
1st pub. July 10. last PUD- - July 20, '12
dlally
pot
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Se

M, E. Phillips, Koehler, N. M.
nians, which is to hold forth here dur
One roan mare, 700 lbs.
week.
Simultaneously 6
ing the entire
12 hands high.
years,
the Ladies' Auxiliary also holds Its
Branded ,
annual session. A grand hall tonight
On left hip
is the first feature of an elaborate
Said animal being unknown to this
program of entertainment prepared In
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
honor of the visitors. Tomorrow before
July 30, 1912, said date being
morning the delegates will attend a 10
days after last appearance of this
pontifical high mass at the Cathedral
advertisement, said estray will be sold
of the Noly Name. At noon the conby this Board for the benefit of the
vention will assemble for business In owner
when found.
Emmet Memorial hal, with National
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
President John J. Regan of St. Poul
Albuquerque, N M.
presiding.
1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12

soreness of the muscles, whethWhen you order your Ice from us, erFor
induced by ylolent exercise or inare
that
assured
rest
you
ou
may
y
jury, there is nothing better than
getting "correct weight." If there Is Chamberlain's Liniment. This linialso relieves rheumatic pains.
anything In which we take pride, It's ment
For sale by all dealers .
our honest dealing and the high qua!
Itv of our Ice. We are out for busi
Dysentery is always serious an.l of
ness and if honesty, integrity and ten a dangerous disease, but it can be
.iiiilitr. combined with reasonable cured. Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy has cured It
prices can get it we'll get the busi even .when
malignant and epidemic.
oess.
For sale by all dealer
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Estray Advertisement
Phone Main 227
Notice la hereby
to whom It

ALWAYS

OBTAINABLE

t

CHAPMAN

1

'

J""J"

GOODS

One sorrel white face
horse 8 years, 500 lbs.
Branded
On left hip
.
Branded ,
Attorneys at taw.
Blood, Secretary.
Laa Vegaa.
On right hip
OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN
RANSPORO CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Said animal being unknown to thla
Si-X- u
PHYSICIAN
lrst and third Fridays in
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Maaomte
Mrs.
T.
Temple.
Bowen,
before July 30, 1912, said date being
DR. H. W. HOUF
Worthy Matron; James
10 days after last appearance of this
EuUadg
1016 Fifth St
Residence
Mra.
Worthy
WANTED
Patroa;
Trained
George
Nurse, would care
Trip.
advertisement said estray will be sold
506
Office
Grand Avenue
PVune
120
Mala I2S,
Secretary.
for infant, for board and room for
by this Board for the benefit of the
293. Office Main
Res.
Phones
Main
Grand
avenue.
limited
time.
No
owner when found.
healthseeker, but
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
stranger. Miss Griffiths, Optic ho-

SteamTHeat
Private Telephones committee.
1st
Rates $2.50 per day and up
HIBERNIANS GATHER IN CHICAGO
AMERICAN PLAN
Estray Advertisement
Chicago. July 15. Delegates from
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
Notice la hereby given to whom it
Special Kates by Week or Mmth nearly every state are In Chicago to
concern that the following demay concern that the following deattend the annual national conven- may
scribed estray animal waa taken np by scribed
estray animal was taken up by
tion of the Ancient Order of Hiber
"-

HOt

CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
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Private'Baths and Lavatories

RESTAURANT Afl.B
JRDER AND WFQUl
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LOBBY

THE BEST
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To-wi- t:

P. MACKEL
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To-wJ-
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CLAY AND HAVENS
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DEALER
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To-wi- t:

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal waa taken op by
E. j. White, Estancla,
One male colt, black, 2
feet high.
years, 300 lbs, 4
Branded
On left shoulder
season.
Said animal being unknown to this
Pitcher George Bell, who. used to Board, unless claimed
by owner on or
twirl for the Brooklyn- Dodgers, Is before
30, 1912, Bald date being
July
pitching winning ball for Joe McGin- - 10 days after last appearance of this
ity's Newark team, In the Internation- advertisement, said estray will he sold
al league.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Roger Bresnahan ought to ask for a owner when found.
Carnegie medal to be presented to
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Johnny Kling, the life saver. The
Albuquerque, N. M.
Braves have stood between the Car- 1st
pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12
dinals, and the pit all season.
When "Hub" Perdue was reinstated
Estray Advertisement
by the Boston Braves he was unable
Notice la hereby given to whom it
to pitch on account of having no uni
may concern that the following deform. "Hub" became so sore when scribed
estray animal was taken up by
he was suspended that he tore up his J. H. Head, White Water.
uniform and threw nis glove in the
One gray mare 9 years.
alley.
750 lbs.
The official ecorer ot the La
Branded
e
Grande club, In the Western
On left shoulder
league, Is a woman. She in a real fan,
Said animal being unknown to this
knows the national pastime from the Board, unless claimed
by owner on or
big gate to the flag pole and doesn't before
July 30, 1912, said date being
give a hang whether the suffragettes 10 days after last appearance of thla
win or lose.
,
advertisement said estray will be sold
Catcher Bill Carrigan and Pitcher
by this Board for the benefit of the
Ray Collins have been doing great owner when found.
work for the Boston Red Sox. Both
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Bill and Ray got away to a poor start
Albuquerque, N. M.
last spring, but have since come to 1st. pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12
life covered with spangles.
Estray Advertisement
TO PLAN WILSON CAMPAIGN.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
a
15.
With
111.,
large
Chicago,
July
may concern that the following demaojrlty of tlj e members in attendance scribed estray animal was taken up by
the National democratic committee
Leopoldo C. Lopez, Casa Salazar, X
assembled In Chicago today for its M.
.
first meeting since tne Baltimore
One bay horse hind logs
Before the meeting adconvention.
white, 5 feet 6 years.
ojurns it is expected that many of the
Branded
details of the presidential campaign
.v.b u.y
defiabout to begin will have been
'
Said animal being unknown to this
..e-will
The
settled.
meeting
nitely
Board, unless claimed by owner on 'or
cide upon the man who is to have
before July 30, 1912, said date being
general charge of the contest and 10 days after last appearance of this
also the chief lieutenants at the cam advertisement, said
estray will be sold
Arrangements by thla Board for
paign headquarters.
of the
for the notification meetings and the owner when found.
first big rallies of the. campaign will
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
also be considered by the national
N. M.

Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing,
Carriage Painting
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advertisement, said estray will be sold
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
may concern that the following deCATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
O. J. Munhollon, Schroeder, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. July 10. last pub. July 20, '13
One dun, or cream male
horse with strip In face, 10 years,
700 lbs, 13 hands.
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom It
Branded
f" e
On left hip
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken np by
Branded
mm
J. L. Klnkade, St Vraln. N. M.
On left hip
t:
One black horse, 10 or 12
Said animal being unknown to this
13 hands.
700
lbs.,
years,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
U
before July 30, 1912, said date being
"
On left thigh
10 days after last appearance of this
Branded
advertisement, said estray will be sold
L-On right hip
J by this Board for the benefit of the
Said animal being unknown to this owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 30, 1912, said date being
Albuquerque, N. M.
10 days after last appearance of this 1st pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, 12
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom ?t
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. July 10. last pub. July 20, '12 Marcellno Sanchez, Los Padlllas, V.
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A. H. Lorenzen
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Classified ads. search out theloaonle to whnm-- mr.of those who MIGHT BUY the particular
thing is worth

al
moat.

That property you want to sell isIWORTH MOST to tome-on- e
who reads the ads. in this
newapaperand would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are rsad by all
possible buyers, of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets! '

f
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THERE IS DANGER
STRAY TCF1CS

New York, July 13. As usual after
:e closing of the schools the vacation
laygrouuds of which the city has
been
i. ore than one hundred, have
are
thronged with
,ened. Dally they
liousauds of those poor children who
are not so fortunate as to be able to
spend the summer months In the country. Last summer those playgrounds
had a total attendance of 3,332,516

childrenand it is expected that this
exyear the attendance will he far In
cess of that figure. Many of these
Bhow-e- r
playgrounds are equipped with
baths which are thoroughly enjoyed by the youngsters.
There are also mo'ruing and afternoon playgrounds for mothers with
babies and roof playgrounds which last
year weer patronized by an aggregate
of more than two million women and
children. These playgrounds are scattered over the whole city and are in
most cases connected with public
school buildings.
They are a great
boom to the many thousands of children In the congested districts of the
in
city who are compelled to remain
months
vacation
the
the city during
and are even too poor to make trips
'to the woods and largei natural parks
in the immediate vicinity of the city.
During the last few years energetic
efforts have been made by public
spirited men and women in this city
'o reduce the tremendous mortality
among infants which prevailed in the
crowded sections of the city during
the summer months. Now there are
about 150 organizations in the city engaged in work one kind or another in
behalf of babies. Until last year each
society planned its campaign with little knowledge it what the others were
doing.. Under such conditions duplication of effort, and much waste of
, clearing house for information and
energy was inevitable. The need
infor
a clearing house
of
formation and general
was felt To meet this last season
the health department and seven prl-- l
vate milk station agencies united In
forming the Association of Infant Milk
stations. With a view of extending the scope
of the work and still better systematizing it a n"w society was formed
under the naxi.e ot Babies' Welfare
association and at pies'ent more than
30 of the various organizations are
represented In it It Is expected that
by the end of the present summer all
the other organizations will be enroll-e-l
In the new association. The latter, which Is under the general supervision and direction of the health department, has made considerable progress is systematizing the work, by Introducing a uniform method of weekly
reports. The board of health Is running 65. milk stations this summer
and in addition to these there are
numerous other stations conducted by
various charitable persons and organiLast year there were 1,198
zations.
fewer deaths among Infants in this
city than In the year 1910 and it is
expected that the death rate will be
still further reduced this year.
-

6

OLD NEW
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According to statitsics gathered by
the National Highways Protective society 26 persons were killed and 153
Injured by automobiles in the streets
of New York during the month of
June. Last year only 12 persons were'
killed by automobiles in the- streets of
New York In June. Notwithstanding
this alarming increase in fatal accidents', due In almost every case to
reckless driving, the committee appointed by the hoard of aldermen to
consider the subject of automobile
speed regulation, has submitted a report which favors an extension of the
epead limit for automobiles traveling
on the streets, boulevards and roads
of Greater New York. The report of
the committee recommends the change
the maximum speed in the crowdei
sections of the city from eight to 13

YORK

IN

ICE-COL-

D

FOODS

miles aud on the driveways and roads
.
from IS to 23 miles. It ia quite likely that the attempt to change the auMANY
PRECAUTIONS
MUST BE
tomobile ordinances in
conformity
SAYS
DR.
HARVEY
TAKEN,
with the recommendations of the comW. WILEY.
mittee will meet with considerable opposition in the board of aldermen.

Without considering the character

For some time an unusually clever
burglars has been
gang of
operating In the Liowery section of the
city. These masters of their profes- sion have been entering stores and
blowing up safes night after night
without attracting the attention of the
police. The other night they entered
a store only about 50 feet from a
street Intersection where a patrolman
was stationed all night and while a
private watchman was walking up and
down the street In front of the store,
the burglars drilled the safe with an
electric drill and blew it open wKh
nitroglycerine, after they had covered
the Bafe with water-soake- d
clothing.
So well did they do their job that
neither the watchman nor the patrolmen heard the explosion.
The burIn
and
obtained
cash
$1,000
glars
goods valued at $500 and the robbery
wa3 not detected until the! following
The burglars were careful
morning.
finenough not to leave any tell-tal- e
gerprints behind them.
The placid little lake in the Prospect park was the scene of a tragic
comedy the other day. A young man,
who had been strolling through the
park arrived at the lake and after
having watched the rowboats skim
ming over the water for a while he
came to the conclusion that it would
be great fun to lie down is a boat
and be rocked to sleep by the sentie waves. He had never been In a
boat in his life, but believed he could
manage the thing as well as many of
the other oarsmen. He hired a boat
and bravely but awkwardly struck out
into the lake. When he came near
a little island he drew in his oars and
stretched himself out for a snooze.
But there was no rest for him. Even
the gentle rocking by the waves made
him teribly seasick, and when a policeman In a boat came near him the
sick man cried for help. He was taken
to the shore and hurried to the nearest hospital in an ambulance.
The
doctors at the hospital diagnosed a
severe case of mal de mer and soon
had the patient in normal condition
again.
TOWN PLANNING CONGRESS.
Winnipeg, Man., July 15. The first
town planning congress ever held in
Canada assembled in this city today
and will continue in session until
Thursday. Noted experts of the
United States and Canada are here to
discuss the various problems relat.

ing to "the city beautiful." Freder-icLaw Olmstead of Boston, Walter

k

Betz of
of London, England, are among those on the
D. Moody of Chicago, Lou,s
St. Paul and Guy W. .Haylor

program for addresses.
NEGRO EDUCATIONAL CONGRESS
St Paul, Minn.. July 15. Many
heads of colleges and Industrial
schools for the training of the colored
race arrived in this city today to take
part in the annual meeting of the Negro Educational congress. The gathering will be in session 'four days,
during which time the work of the
variouB classes of negro educational
Institutions will be exhaustive dis-

of Iced foods and drinks, one element
of danger is common to all of them,
says Dr. Harvey W. Wiley in Good
When the external
Housekeeping.
temeraturea are high, radiation from
the body is retarded and a feeling of
discomfort, due to temperature, Is ex.
perlenced. It may be that the actual
temperature of the body is not In
creased, because this can come about
only as the result of disease, but all
the avenues of disposing of the vx
cess of temperature are called Into
active service. Chief among these are
the pores of the skin, from which
large quantities of perspiration pass,
and this, on evaporation, produces a
cooling effect, due to the fact that
when water passes from a liquid to

a gaseous state it abscorbs a large
quantity of heat. This heat comes
from the body and thus he temperature of the body is kept uniform, al
external temperatures
though the
vary greatly and may be very high.
The sudden chilling of the esophagus and walls of the stomach cannot
be looked upon with indifference.
The digestion of large quantities of
an iced food or beverage is attended
with more or less danger," due to the
cause mentioned.
The sudden chilling of the walls of the stomach
closes the excretory pores, stops the
flow of pepsin and favors the condition of acute indigestion. A rhymed
reminder of this effect may not
come amiss:
Full many a man, both young and
old.
'
Has gone to his sarcophagus,
By pouring water, icy .cold,
Adown his hot esophagus.
To all persons, young and old, who
wish to eat ices or drink iced beverages in hot weather, let this word of
warning be given: Eat or drink very
slowly.
The secretary of agriculture, under
authority of congress, has also fixed
standards for ice cream, which are
as follows:
1.Ice cream is a frozen product
made from cream and sugar, with or
without a natural flavoring, and contains not less than 24 per cent of milk
fat.
2. Fruit Ice cream Is a frozen product made from cream, sugar and
sound, clean mature fruits, and con
tains not less than 12 per cent of
milk fat.
3.
Nut ice cream is a frozen pro
duct made from cream, sugar and
sound,
nuts, and contains
tains not less than 12 pgr cent of
milk fat.
There is no doubt of the fact that
the great majority of consumers of
this product stand sturdily for the
ot purity here set
high standard
forth.
The question is simply how
long will the mercenary interests of
those interested chiefly in making
money by using cheaper ingredients
be allowed to control in this matter?
-

non-ranci- d

Unfprtunately, the

trade

ojurnals

devoted to this industry have quite
'
uniformly taken the side of the debased product, and the amount of bitter vituperation which has been
poured upon the heads of those who
stood for the pure standard Is only
an illustration of what every official
cussed.
who does his duty to the people may
An Increasing number of peopia re- expect from the vested interests.
Some Ingredients.
port regularly of the satisfactory results from taking Foley Kidney Pills
A list of the materials which one
and commend their healing and cura- may often get in ordering ice cream
tive qualities.
Foley
Kidney Pill
are a carefully prepared medicine, is of a kind to restrict the demand
runranteed to contain no harmful or when the knowledge of the number
habit forming drugs. 'They can have and nature of the ingredients is
ed tor
only a beneficial effect when
spread abroad.
kidney and bladder troubles, for
In trder that as little ice as posbackache,
rheumatism, weak back
or lumbago. O. G. Shaefer, Red Cross sible may be used, and the resulting
frozen product still hold its shape,
Drug Store.
various thickeners have been em
ployed. Among these may be mentioned starch and gelatin. Starch is
not cream, and especially if it is to
be used by invalids 'or very young
The most ancient history furnishe3 evidence that mankind suffered persons, starch Itself may .prove high
disease
has
come
all
The
Poison.
Blood
down
with Contagious
through
eth
as it has ever been, a scourge and blight upon hu- ly Injurious. Therefore, both for
the ages and is
and
to
avoid
ical
deception,
reasons,
manity. The symptoms of Contagious Blood Poison are the same as in its
earliest history, but its cure has now become an accomplished fact, where- for hygienic reasons, to avoid injury,
as, it was once considered an incurable Infection. S. S. S. is an antidote starch In any of its preparations has
lor the virus ot contagious Blood Poison, and cures no place In ice cream.
it in all its forms and stages. S. S. S. possessing
Gelatin is often made from materboth purifying and tonic properties routs out all the
which are themselves Inedible.
ials
same
builds
time
up the general
poison, and at the
it is manufactured in glue
Sometimes
health. A person who has been cured of ContaV.-VCN
gious Blood Poison by the use of S. S. S. need not factories, and no one can tell just
fear a return of its symptoms at any future time. where glue ends and gelatin begins.
This great medicine checks the progress of the The bacterial content of the gelatin
I J
lU4,".
poison and gradually but surely all sores and erup- Is often very high.
tions heal, ulcerated mouth and throat pass away,
Another constituent which is often
tiie hajj- - stops falling out, copper-colore- d
splotches
fade away, and when the blood is thoroughly purified no sign of the disease found in Ice cream is eggs. In regard
to egzs, the same remark, may be
is left, Home Treatment book and any medical advice free.
made, as in the case of starch, 'if the
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, CA.
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egsa are fresh there can be little, it
any, objection to tnem on the ground
of health. The addition of eggs, how
ever, to a product of this kind mates
it a custard and not a cream, and ice
cream does not impply in any way
product containing eggs.
"Homogenized" Cream.
An Implement ws recently Invented
for use with milk and cream called a
"homogenizer." Briefly, this machine
has for its purpose the breaking of
the granules of the iat so that tbey
may easily become distributed In the
form of an emulsion in a milk or
cream.
Even with the utmost care milk
and cream are found to deteriorate In
protracted, cold storage.
One of the unfortunate tastes
which lave been cultivated in thiB
country is a desire to eat highly colored ice cream.
I need not dwell here on the dangers attending the use of coal tar colors (in other words, aniline colors)
in foods. Out of many hundreds of
such colors that have been made only
seven have been deemed safe enough
for toleration by the authorities of
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DYNAMITE

Every visitor in Las Vegas to call

TRINIDAD THINKS IT IS ON TRAIL
OF MURDER AND IS PLEASANTLY SURPRISED

upon us. Bring your friends. Ours(ore
is one of the show places of Vegas.

Trinidad, Colo., July 15. Searching
for the dead body of a negro, said to
have been buried In a lonely arroyo,
near the C. and 8. stockyards, on the
skirts of the city, men and boys, Including Merchant Police Officer Reynolds, Fire Chief Daugherty and a
deputy from the coroner's office, last
night unearthed a treasure of buried
dynamite. There in the recess of the
secluded arroyo, the moonlight revealed not a ghastly corpsebut several
boxes of explosives which anight have
blown every member of the nocturnal
searching party Into the kingdom

ot agriculture, and come.

the department

even these seven are permitted to carry a certain amount of arsenic.
The danger from these colors in
ice cream is not that of serious illness or death, but of a continued attack upon the vital centers, due to
the character of the material and its
probable contamination with arsenic.
Arsenic la what Is known as cumulative poison. Small quantities of it
at first often appear to be advantag
eous, and it is used by physicians in
certain cases as a t nic
Above all, the places where the Ice
cream is made should be under careful supervision. By sucu supervision
the character" of the raw materials is

SZYZ.f )

ROBERT J. TAUPERT
Maker of Uncommon Jewlery.

G O A L A fJ B IV O O
SUGARITE

aorl-den-

NUT

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

,

It

was the weird yarn of a Mexican
who lives on Linden avenue tfiat caused the excitement that brought the
authorities and a crowd of curious
ptople to the grave of the deceased ne
gro. The story was circulated that a
colored man had been run over by a
Santa Fe switch! engine, his body cut
t,
Into pieces and to cover- up the
Santa Fe yards employes had
taken the bloody fragments of the
negro and buried them. It was a harrowing tale, such as are found in the
pages of Poe.

E3

before them and in it the awful instruments of death and destruction.
All during the night excited throngs1
of people visited the spot where the
dynamite unearthed lay revealed un
der the rays of the moon. Toward
morning the theory grew that a band
of anarchists has established a secret
hiding place In the city and cached
the explosive for future use. Amateur
Hawkshaws, In the absence of Louis
Kreeger, looked for "feet prints" and
tracked themselves home. When the
day dawned In its t phosphorescent
magnificence the dynamite remained
as evidence of the night's horror.
Chief of Police Bowlden says that
the old dynamite was burled by Santa
Fe section men who wanted to get rid
of it and that it was dug up by boys
who believed the story that a negro
had been burled there,. For fear that
some curious one will meet a tragic
fate by Inquiring to closely Into the
burled explosives, the chief has ordered the dynamite removed.

The story spread. It reached the
ears of the police and the Are chief
and some one told Burney Slpe. The
ascertained, whether fresh cream or deputy coroner Is used to being told
some
substitute therefor is em harrowing tales at night and sent out
ployed, and the condition of the appa- a man to investigate. In the meanratus and of the factory in general! time men and boys from all parts of
from a sanitary point of view is de- town had heard the story of the clantermined.
destine Interment of the mangled and
Fourteen Per Cent Cream Required. mutilated negro.
manufacturers
A large number
With picks and shovels the searchbelieve that ice cream should have at ing party gathered around the newly- least as much cream in it . as the made grave. From above the stars
minimum standard requires, that is twinkled and a breeze sighed a funer14 per cent, and a large number of al
dirge through the pinons. Strong
states have fixed that as the legal men gnashed their teeth and shudder
Another large contingent ed as the soft dirt was turned over
standard
of manufacturers and dealers has vio- Down, down the shovelers dug and
lently opposed a standard of thiklud, wood was struck. "TIs a coffin!"
claiming the right to call by the name shieked a youth, and the echoes soundsweetened ed like a street car
ice cream" any frozen,
passing over a
and flavored product which resem dilapidated culvert. Then the party
RECEIVES BOSTON ANCIENTS
bles cream In any respect.
of discoverers set off on a run to noof
London, July 15. The grounds
Hokey Pokey.
tify the proper authorities..
brilPalace
a
Buckingham
presented
In some cities, and I have noticed
But brave men dug further and un liant Bcene this
when King
it particularly in Washington, a dub- earthed three or four casks and the George received morning
of the
members
the
ious kind of "persistent" ice cream is
casks contained sticks of dynamite
Ancient and Honorable Artillery
sold from small push carts for a cent
the kind of dynamite that was used
of Massachusetts, who are paya spoonful. This confection is com- to blow
up the Los Angeles Times ing a visit to Enland. The visitors
"hokey-pokey.- "
as
known
monly
building. All men held their breath. were presented by Lord Denbigh, the
Investigations of its character are There was nothing else for them to commander of the Honourable Artil-liernot calculated to Inspire any very hold at the time. The
grave yawned
company of London.
great confidence in its wholesome-ness- ;
macases
the
In
in fact,
many
terials is "totally unfit for consumpvenders should
tion. The hokey-pokebe kept under strict supervision by
the health authorities to insure their
product being really fit for food.
The greatest danger attendant upon
such cheap and popular products as
is
Ice cream cones and
that low grade materials will be used,
that they will not ba handled in a
cleanly manner, and that they will
not be kept cool at all stages of their
10NDAY-TUESDAY-WEDN- ESDAY
production and sale, so as to prevent
the dangerous spoilage which always
threatens a milk product, especially
in hot weather. t
com-pna-

y

y

GOLF AND TENNI8 TOURNEY.
Bloomlngton, 111. July 15. The annual tournament of the Illinois Golf

and Tennis association began at the
Country club here today and will continue through the remainder of the
week. Clubs in Peoria, Jacksonville,
Decatur and a
Quincy, Springfield,
number of other cities have sent their
best golf and tennis players to the
tournament, and keen competition is
promised for t the several gold and
silver cups to be awarded to the winners.
RACES AT KALAMAZOO.
Kalamazoo, Mich., July 15. Everything is in readiness at Recreation
park for the opening of the week's
racing program, which will mark the
second link In the season of the
Grand circuit A total of $24,000 Is of,

fered for six straight events, the
classes being 2:11, 2:08 and 2:15 trot-tinand 2:10, 2:14 and 2:07 pacing.
thai the
There is every Indication
meeting will be the mrst successful
ever held in Kalamazoo.

gi

In these days of high cost of living,
a medicine that gets a man up out
of bed and able to work In a few days
Is a valuable and welcome remedy.
John Heath, Michigan Bar. Cal, had
kidney and bladder trouble, waa
confined to his bed, unable to turn
without help. "I commenced using
Foley Kidney Pills and can truly,
say I was reloieved at once." HIa exO. G.
ample Is worth following.
Shaefer, Red Cross Drug Store.

y

hokey-ppoke-

Pay Bay Bargains

v

N. J. Gorham, casnler . bank 01
Woodvilje, Woodville, Ga., had a very

severe attack of kidney trouble and
the pains in his kidneys and back
y
were terrible. "I got a bottle of
Kidney Pills from our druggist
and they entirely relieved me. I have
more benefit from them than any o tiler medicine.'' O. G. Schaefer, Red
Cross Drug Store.

WE WILL HAVE

SPECIAL PRICES ON ALL SUMMER GOODS

"ol-e-

FERTILIZER

MANUFACTURERS

Atlantic City, N. J., July 15. Fer
tilizer manufacturers and members of
the allied trades from many parts of
the country met in Atlantic City today for the nineteenth annual con
vention of the National Fertilizer as
In connection
sociation
with the
gathering, which will continue in ses
sion the greater part of the week.
there is an elaborate exhibition of
fertilizer machinery.

FOR THE CHILDREN
ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS

QUICK

SAFE - RELIABLE

NO OPIATES

NO NARCOTICS

YOU WILL FIND

Summer Silks
Plain and Figured Lawns
Flowered Wash Silks
Flaxons in All Colors
Cotton Crepes
Fancy Pongees in All Colors
Ladies white waists at one-ha- lf
regular price
Call and see our large line of Ladies Muslin
Underwear.
v

'

.

FOLEY'S HOIIEYasdTAR
COMPOUND
A COMMON COLD neglected may go
quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, ot
PNEUMONIA which often means a sudden fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR COMPOUND always in the
house and give at first sign of a cold.
Refuse substitutes.
O. G. Schaefer
Red Cross Drug Co.

The Store That Sells For Less

'

'

LAS VEOM DAILY

i

Children's suits at
rger's.

We list here just a few of our

many money savers for
&

I7t!i

.........

16 pounds beet augar lor
10 Bounds new potatoes lor ..u
43 pound sack Old Homestead flour
4S pound sack Diamond M Hour

$1.00
25c
U--

.f.

U--

Fancy narrow Breakfast JJacoub the strip, per pound
Fancy wide Breakfast Bacon by the strip, per j?ound
.
Fancy hams, per pound ......
Fancy Picnic hams per pound
'
.
Fancy dried peaches per pound
'.
Fancy seeded raisins, j er package
.
TTunfv Bmnll gUa nriinaa Tftr DOllIld
Fancy medium size prunes per pound
2 pound can Karo syrop for
6 pound can Karo syrup for
10 pound can Karo syrup for
...........
Extra fancy gallon can pie apples for
can
Pie peaches, gallon
Pie plums, gallon can
..
Pie cherrleB, gallon can
Pie rhubarb, gallon can
6 pounds Mexican beans fjr
Fresh Kansas eggs per dozen

1C4
18c
--

k

.......

..........

lC

l3c
lu0
90
?C

..

..
..
.,

..
..

..

..
..
..
..

9o

ioc
25o
470
35c
40c

30c
45c
25C
25C
20C

IKE DAVIS
THE CASH GROCER
MAIN r

PHONE

193

OR

MAIN

194

nn

Time nd attention
is given to the task of
pleasing the public
appetite.
LET US PLE! iSE YOuns

J.

STEARNS

II.

Good Things

rTd'-ELa-

oil

JULY

15, 1912.

at

Judge D. B. Murray this morning on
The Bismark has set the Standard
the charge of drunkenness, and was
J5 and costs. Russell's arrest for the past 15 ears, which all resfined
bourbon
of
Old
Trr dram
Taylor
was made by Special Officer McGov- - taurants try to measure up to. K.
t the Opera Bar.
ern. Russell is earn to nave created C. steaks and Blsmarks. Try It.
at his home Saturday night
Our entire line of summer millinery a rumpus
Intoxicated.
Merchants' restaurant for rent, furwhile
One-Haoff. S trass'.
nished complete ready to start busiThe troupe of players of the Kalem ness. See Raywood, 615 Douglas
Come and see the Thanhauser Kids
Motion
Picture company
passed
at the Is!s tonight
through Lb Vegas on stub train No.
The Elks have set July 27 and 28
See window dUplay of new mid' 8 en route from Santa Fa to Pueblo
The photoplayers have been In the as the dates for the formal opening
summer felts. S trass'.
Capital City since July 2. The Kalem o ftheir handsome new club house. On
a
15 to 33
company took pictures of the De Var the afternoon of the twenty-seventall
in
off
de
cent
per
between
held
will
be
12
of
public reception
gas celebration and the troupe
partments, at Baebarach's.
players appeared in several pictures the hours of 3 ' and 5 o'clock. In the
Sale price on Panama and straw taken in the Ancient City and nearby evening at 8 o'clock there will be
discount at GreenbergerV country.
hats 33
dedicatory services participated In
by Elks only, after which will occur
an Informal smoker for local and
on
The Bis mark, the home of good
In
California
to
washobtus
Owing
Open all the time. Depot is op the Santa Coast lines, train No. 4, the visiting Elks. Past Grand Exalaed
and Judge
posite
Chicago Limited of last night, did not Ruler Rush L. Holland
arrive in Las Vegas until about noon Gavin of Denver will be among theFinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged today. Train No. 2 followed ten min guests. On the night of the twentyIn the wood.
Direct from distillery utes later, and No. 8 of this morning eighth there will be a grand ball for
to you. At the Lobby, of course
came In consolidated with train No Elks and theif ladles exclusively.
10 at 8:45 o'clock this afternoon. A
The Friendship club will meet to stub train was run last night between In the contest Saturday with the
morrow, afternoon at 2:30 at the home Albuquerque and La Junta on the Dawson, team on the Dawson grounds,
of Mrs. Grlnslade, 320 Grand avenue. schedule of train No. 8.
the Las Vegas Maroons were defeated
by the Miners by a score of 6 to 6.
Be sure to get one of those
Las
the
in
curve
a
The game scheduled for yesterday afWhile rounding
and Marx suits at
Vegas-Peco- s
road near San Jose, the ternoon was called off on accunt of
:33
discount for one right front wheel of the automobile rain. Saturday's game was one of the
week.
belonging to Will Springer broke, and best ever witnessed In the coal camp,
Mr. Springer, who was driving, and both teams playing fast, clean ball.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Winternitz have his two friends, Orrin Blood and Har This Is the second defeat In 27 games
taken "quarters In the Plaza hotel, ry Lorenzen, were forced to abandon this season for the Maroons, the club
and are the machine and hike across country having lost once to the Trinidad team
which was recently
now at home ta friends.
to the Santa Fe railroad where they early In the summer. The .Miners
took the train to Lamy, later coming showed class on their last trip here
Big Spanish pay night dance, will to Las Vegas on stub train No. 8 and the Maroons, when they left here
be given at Rosenthal hall tonight this morning. The curve on which Friday night, looked only for an even
Music will he furnished by Crltes and the accident occurred Is a sharp one break, as would probably have been
Guerln. This will he one of the big and, as Mr. Springer did not see It, the case, had yesterday's contest not
dances this month. Everybody come. he did not slow down until too late. been called off.
A good time is assured to all.
The road Is rutty at this point and. In
Monday, 15th
taking the curve the wheel gave way, Tonight at the Isis
''. Albert
"The Cry of the Children," after
Ray, who has been employ every spoke In It breaking. When
ed by The Optic as Associated Press Mr. Springer and his friends reached the poem of Elizabeth Barrett Brown,
operator for several months, left Sat the trailroad tracks, a train Was ap ing.
urday night for Denver where he will proaching. With their suit cases they . "The Thanhauser Kid," the little
enter the employ of the Western flagged It and rode to Lamy, where one who played in the "Baby Bride"
Union Telegraph company.
Mr. Ray they caught the stub for home.
takes a leading part.
is one of the best operators that ever
This' Is a glorious picture, the very
touched a key and can make good SPECIAL RATES AT HARVEY'S breath of poetry, scenes and real
wherever he goes. He made a large
For parties remaining one month or. life. The little ones will like It, too
number of friends In Las Vegas. Mr. through the season. Address Harvey's
A two-refeature.
Admission always the same.
Ray has been succeed at The Optic Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' ofoffice hy C. H. Schlrmer, formerly fice 614 Lincoln avenue.
AdultB 10c.
Children 5c.
manager of the Las Vegas office of
Sheriff Roman Gallegos Is puzzled
READY FOR BUSINESS.
the Western Union comlpany. Mr.
The Romero Mining Co. wishes to to know why the officers in GuadaSchlrmer also will have charge tf cir
culation and collections for this pa announce that they have completed lupe coupty failed to inform him in
per. Mr. Schlrmer Is a competent the installation of machinery for the regard to 'the names of an eloping
telegrapher, having years of expert concentration of ores in their plant, couple whom he has been asked to
ence behind him. Roy C. Blackwell and will receive all kinds of ore tor detain here should they show up in
has succeeded Mr. Schlrmer as man concentration at a very reasonable Las Vegas. The young couple left
ager for the Western Union company price; will give mill run tests on Tucumcari Friday and went to Santa
here. Mr. Blackwell has been here any quantity desired. The capacity Rosa where they attemptea to secure
license. They were refused be
several months In the capacity of of the plant is 50 tons of ore per
wire chief. He Is a hustler and his day. Mill is situated 16 miles from cause the girl is only 15 years of
many friends are glad to learn of his Las Vegas. The freight rate on ore age. Late Saturday the couple hired
per ton from Las Vegas to the mill a buggy in a Santa Rosa livery sta
promotion.
is S3. Address .all commuAlcatiojs ble and started off in the direction
to Margarlto Romero, general mana of Las Vegas. Sheriff Gallegos was
notified to be on the lookout for the
ger, El Porvenir, N. M.
couple and arrest them if they apply
Dollars
NOTICE
or .
for a license. It is believed the girl
Lar. Vegas, N. M., July 3, 1912.
belongs to a prominent family and
To the Teachers of San Miguel Coun an effort is being made by her rela
Cents in Washing
tives to suppress her name in any
ty:
The San Miguel county institute Stories that may be- published re
will begin on Monday morning the garding the elopment.
Which are you saving?
5th day of August, and continue for
A few cents added to your
four weeks. All teachers desiring to
laundry hill will he well spent
teach the coming year In any of the
if you receive In return a serpublic schools of San Miguel county,
vice so conscientious and painsmust attend the Institute, to qualify
FRESH EVERY DAY
taking that your clothes wear
under the law. San Miguel county
four times ai long.
will need 30 more teachers ihls year
Soft water, pufe soap, careful
than last
The Institute fee will be two dol
employes such service means
a weekly economy on clothes
lars, payable before being enrolled.
All teachers are urged to attend the
that quickly runs Into dollars.
full four weeks. The Institute will he
not
this
economy
begin
Why
be held In the south school building of
this week? A phone or postal
The Best in The City
Las Vegas.
....
to
door
a
will bring
wagon
your
M. F. DESMARAIS.
promptly.
County School Superintendent

OURniDSUriAlERSALE
Opens Monday July 15
Continues 7 Days

See Large Ad On Inside Page
KATE THESE PRICES

lf

MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
JULY I5IM6--I!- )

V

MONDAY,

Heguiar uauce a I Uie armory Tues
Open all the time, not closed part
of the time. Yours for the best of day nfcht.
service and good eatings. The
Take advantage of the big July
clearance sale, now on at
Reno Russell was arraigned before

LOCAL NEWS

mu

OPTIC,

t

MENS

ON

$10.00

h

3

Hart-Schaffn-

3

'..

SUITS GO AT O

COO

12. QO
13. D0

SUITS GO AT

G.00

SUITS GO AT

S.OO

15.0O

SUITS GO AT

10.00

1G.BO SUITS GO AT
10. BO SUITS GO AT

11.00

20.00

SUITS GO AT

22.50
25.00

SUTTS

SCREEN DOOSS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying

IMS VZGfiS LUTJBER GO.

tlELTOX
THE

Old Town

At The Home of The Best

Everything Eatable

Las Vegas Steam

Coffee in

airtight Tinspacked
the
handling-al- l
automatically-nrich, full flavor of these finest
berries kept for you.. That's Chase
& Sanborn's SB ALB R AND
Coffee-th- e
finest grown.

Phone M.io SI

617 Doaglt

Are

;

HERMIT LODGE
In the midst of tall pines. The most
beautiful resort on the Scenic High
way, excellent trout fishing,
accommodations.
Running
mountain spring water, broad porch
The ideal
es, rustic swings, music.
place for an outing. Table unexcelled
MRS. S. B. WARNER, In Charge.
....

Laundry

Bread, Rolls,
Cookies, Pies, Cakes,

SUMMER

?H
ROOM

FOR PORCH, BED

AND PARLOR.

GRASS

THE GREATEST

i

I

FIBERS

MIO KItiOE

In all sizes From 18x36 at 45 cents
'

:

TO

9xi2at

$9.00

Put in one of these nigs and keep cool the rest of the
Summer.

J.

C.

JOHNSEN & SON

"Complete Furnishers of The Home."

"FORT" CANNED GOODS
Finest Quality Fruits and

IT getables From
The Same Day.

y

Fried Cakes and'

TURNIP SEED

Cinnamon Rolls

ALL FRESH NEW CROP SEED
In packages or in bulk

5c per pkt, 10c per oz, 15c per
50c per lb

1--

4

lb.

Plant now for winter turnips.

SELLING AGENTS

50Sh PERRY ONION & SON
SEEDSMEN

&

FLORISTS

vSTm

Ve-

,FieId to Can

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS

"AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.'

PURITY

QUALITY
ASK YOUR

ttj

NEW YORK STOCK, EXCHANGE
'Satur
New York, July '
day's quotations and bank statements
which completely corrected tlie'un-favorabj- o
condition J of th6 proceed
ing week, were helpfuUn Imparting
a strong tone to stocks during today's
early session. Most of the leaders
were up a point or more with what
looked like accumulative
buying.
Steel, General Electric, Wqatlnghuse,
Amalgamated and Can. all shared. In
the advance, while St. Paul, after
early weakness, made inore than full
recovery. Trading slacked In a mark
ed manner before noon. Bonda "were
steady. St. Paul sold over two points
above its low level of last Saturday
in the late trading today, while other

.at

'

For

Noted

CLEANLINESS

FOR 'F0RT"

BHffifr

American Beet Sugar
Atchison .

Great Northern
New York Central
Northern Pacific

.

'..

Reading

Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel pfd.

..127
..107
..131
..113

...119,
..162
..108

165

.111

.

Doughnuts,

o

GUM S HAYWARDCO.,

GREAT

'

BAKERY GOODS

,.,

THE

1G.G5

inlear

We have on hand a complete stock of

Of

At

M. GREENBERGER

-

Phone Main 150

12.35
13.35
15.00

GO
SUITS GO AT

ml

T'J

SUITS

f

3

Green-berger'-

BOYS

AND

IBOIICHER
"The Store of Satisfaction"
1

P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

Buy it now. Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy la almost certain to be needed before the
summer Is over. Buy It now and be
prepared for such an emergency. For
salo by all dealers.
Read The Optic

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
standard shares were ftyiined ta hard
en, despite the increasing dullness.
The market closed strong. Best WANTED Experienced waitress at
i
the Bismark Cafe. Home girl pre!aT(5dur or
prices were made
ferred."
a minimum or operations. American
Tobacco was the featjire;ff JraS Canadian Pacific, Colorado Fuel and Mex- FOR RENT Merchants' restaurant,
. furnished complete ready to start
ican petroleum.
t :
business. See Raywood, 515 DougThe last sales for the day were:
.
las avenue.
Amalgamated Copper
in-f!-

ii

CI

